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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY OCTOBER 24, 1964

Woman Kills Man Who Tricked Her OnTate'
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Two Others Slain In
Weekend Of Violence

For Lyndon
Johnson

Three persons were murder- pistols. Both owned .22 calibre
ed in Memphis during the past pistols.
week end. Two men were slam STARTED SHOOTING
sake
•The Memphis Tri-State Defender supports the candidacy
"Mew -••
by "friends" under the in- For some reason known only
--fluence of alcohol, and another to himself, Watkins awakened
of Lyndon Baines Johnson for the Presidency of the United
6•91r...... •
shot to death after an affair at 11:15 and started shooting.
States because of the way he has advanced the welfare and
t, .100/1151
atemboia
"
60)111111ewith a woman he met in a One of the bullets struck
7
:Ii
progress of the country in his 10 months in office and the
cafe.
./(00/MIMOVIe
atop.
way he has advanced the educational, economic and individWatkins in the chest, fatally
"011111111111R
..00Nte.
'
MONNO*le
Joe Allen, 35, of 82 W.
injuring him.
ual opportunities of 22 million Americans of color.
.1t0111101010.,
nois, died in John Gaston hos-1 As he was running from the
We are unalterably and unequivocally opposed to the
pital on last Friday night after scene, Mrs. Margaret Thomas,
election of Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona, because we
his roommate, Fred Harris, 37, next door looked out. Watkins
feel that as President, Senator Barry Goldwater would at_
stabbed him in the head above saw her as she fled back
inside
tempt to justify his appeal to the radical conservatives by
the right eye with a hunting and fired a shot through the
slowing down or stopping altogether the rapid advance of
••••
knife.
door, hitting her in the back,
our nation. And because we feel that his "states right" theory
Insp. E. C. Swarm, head of but causing only a superficial
violates the Constitution of the United States which says that
the Homicide division of the wound.
no state can deny to any person within its jurisdiction the
Memphis Police Department, The woman's husband fired
equal protection of the laws.
said the two men drank all day several shots, at Watkins, but
There are many differences between Lyndon B. Johnson
Friday, and about 9:20 p.m., he managed to escape. When
These two photographs show the extremes which exist in
building in the Medical Center. Although the Urban Re- Allen asked Harris about $10 arrested a short while later by
and Senator Goldwater, but the most pronounced, and the
Memphis housing, and how Urban Renewal Act is presnewal Act's primary object is to provide housing for debt that he owed him.
one which is at stake, lies in the fact that while Lyndon Johnpolice, he had reloaded his
Harris became angry and gun.
ently being employed. At left is an apartment building in
lower income citizens, only high income persons- can afford
son has a program which looks to the future. Barry Goldstabbed
the
victim.
The
knife
the rear of Beale street, and at right is an apartment
the facilities being erected. (MLR Photos).
Watkins told police that he
water has one which would turn back the clock and look
penetrated Allen's brain, and could not remember the shootto an glory in the past.
he
was
conscious
all
of
the
ings, and told them that he
President Johnson steered through the Congress and signway to the hospital, where he had been receiving psychiatric
ed into law the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the strongest and
was carried with the knife treatment.
most important law against discrimination in employment in
sticking in his head.
BODY IN STREET
e history of the United States.
DIED DURING SURG
hr the Dowilass corgenunity*
This law provides minority groups the-right-to vote in
The victim died early
Anenias Wright, Jr., 41, of 1597
VIC
ederal elections and furnishes Federal aid to local public
day morning as the doctors Orr, was found lying in front
schools in desegregating their schools, it also assures for greatwere trying to remove the of 1626 Sidney at 1:15 a.m.
Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr., nothing to see that decent knife from his: head.
er job opportunities and opens up places of public accommochairman
of
the
NAACP's
housing is made available for Ben Foster, 54, of 192 Auc- Monday, dead of a gunshot
dation to all, regardless of race or color.
wound in the chest 'after poCommittee on Housing, said others.
tion ave., was shot to death
Senator Goldwater voted against this law in the first
this week that he is not in With its present member- by a white friend, who had lice received an anonymous
place, and when it was passed without his vote, he spoke
favor of the Beale Street Ur- ship, Rev. Lawson said the come to his home for a drink. call.
out against it from the public platform. And now that Presban Renewal project, because Memphis Housing Authority is Insp. Swann said John Clif- At noon on Monday, officers
ident Johnson has signed it into law, Senator Goldwater is
it would discriminate against a front for segregation, and un- ton Watkins of 590-G, a pro arrested Mrs. Mattie Francis
attempting to weaken the law and strengthen his position
the lower middle class and til it is throughly integrated, fessed psychiatric patient an Farris, 32, of 1630 Sidney, and
by going around saying the Civil Rights law is unconstitu- SOP
lower income families, both t will continue its policy. He Foster had been friends for charged her with the murder.
Insp. Swann said that an intional.
white and Negro.
said that instead of being com- number of years, visited eac
vestigation showed that Wright
It is plain that most persons who advocate states rights
"I am not in favor of any posed solely of businessmen, others. homes and drank
met
Mrs. Farris in a cafe beare advocating segregation and a kind of justice under which
more of these high rise apart- t should have a few sociologist
togehr,
Negro and white citizens who speak out for equal justice for
ment buildings," Rev. Lawson, n its membership, and some Last Friday Watkins came to tween 9 and 10 p.m. Sunday,
and arranged for an affair at
he past or of Centenary Negroes.
all are murdered without their murderers being brought to
the house where Foster and her home less: than a block
Commissioner Hunter Lane, Jr., under whose Jurisdiction
Methodist
church
said,
"beThe
justice, and recommending a climate in which churches are
present trend in housing several others were drinking. away.
the Memphis Housing Authority falls, is shown chatting cause they are being built
is toward greater segregation, Before he passed out, Foster
bombed at will and in which Negro children are forced to
with a resident of the Alvic apartments at 206 Hernando, mainly to return the high he explained.
and Watkins discussed trading
See TWO, Page 2
accept inferior education.
in the proposed Beale Urban Renewal project. It was his income whites from the subOur nation is more prosperous and more conscious of the
first visit to the heart of the downtown slums (MLR
urbs."
wrommosaMniror
individual's rights and equality of oppoidunity today than it
Photo).
The minister said that the
has been in any previous era. Much of this can be credited
used in
plan
is
not
only
being
to Lyndon B. Johnson. We want our country to progress.
Memphis, but is being employherefore, we want Lyndon B. Johnson elected on November
ed in all parts of the United
States.
In these critical times, Lyndon B. Johnson has emerged
Although he is for slum
as the number one exponent of peace in the world. He has
clearance, Rev. Lawson said he
set us on a course of foreign policy where the respect for our
is not for the erection of Pubflag has been maintained and increased. The cold war belic housing where the persons
Commissioner Sumter Lane,fender, and it did not take him directly involved will not have
comes less of a threat each day.
Defen- long to walk to the most desTri-State
took
the
Jr.,
We believe that under Barry Goldwater's rash and ira voice.
der's "guided tour" throughl olate kind of human dwelling
responsible hands this country could be forced into a nuclear slum land last week, and conGEARED FOR RICH
went
Commissioner
the
As
war which could only end in chaos for all humanity.
cluded that "something has to along, he took notes and asked "Instead of tearing down the
We see no reason to gamble with Goldwater when a be done."
such questions as, "Who owns houses all at once," he said,
Lyndon B. Johnson offers such a positive sure thing for
Before his trip through some this building?" "Do you have "the people should be moved
of the worst housing in what toilet facilities here?" "Does out only after suitable homes
us all.
We therefore urge you to go to the polls on Novem- is termed The "Beale Street your roof leak?" "How many have been erected for them to
ber 3 and vote for Lyndon B. Johnson. And we suggest that Urban Renewal Area," his only sleep in these two rooms?" move into.
you tell your neighbors to go forth and do likewise to elect exposure to the world in which "Has anyone ever fallen "Even the person living in a
the poor in the area live had through this porch?"
rickety house should be conhim.
been an occasional drive down The purpose of the trip was sulted
before there is a
Beale to his home on Peabody.,to see at first hand what the I change," he added.
He parked his car in front of'Tri-State Defender had de- The Urban Renewal plans for
the office of the Tri-State De- scribed and about the need for
the Beale Street area, he said,
housing for the people forced include the replacement of the
which:
over
circumstances
by
present slums by business
they are unable to control, to buildings, light commercial Mla
occupy the hovels.
shops and high rise apartAnd the trip was also to ex- ments, similar to those which
to,
seek
who
slumlords
pose
have been built on the Missave the rundown buildingsI sissippi river at the Medical
he central and south divi- Saturday morning physical "Modern Challenges Con- from which they receive an in- Center.
s of the Chickasaw Council fitness and demonstration in fronted By Christian Women" come which would be termi-i Rev. Lawson, commenting
of the Boy Scouts will hold a axemanship, compass, first aid will be the theme of the an- nated by the destruction of the!on the staternent,that Memphis
fall camporee October 23-24, at morse signaling, tent pitching nual Women's Day observance ancient buildings.
ranks third in its housing for
Barbee's lake near Lakeyiew silent hand signals, string burn- at Castalia Baptist church, 1540 Commissioner Lane made Negroes, said that it is posGarden.
ing, and knot tying, will be the Castalia, on Sunday, Oct. 25. notes on the absence of garbage sibly true for the upper and
The purpose of the camporel highlight. The afternoon per- The pastor, Rev. Calvin containers at some apartments, middle income Negroes, but
is to strenghten the patrols iod will be spent in competi Mims, will deliver the morn- and said he would have to re- that the city itself is doing
tion between patrols covering ing sermon. Mrs. Viola Ware, port the matter to Commissionwithin the troops.
In order for troops to quali- those areas that were demon- a member of New Tyler ANTE er Pete Sission, who is in
office for a month and would have to cut
Know Your Negro History Mayor William B. Ingram, Jr., center, is
church, will be the speaker at charge of the sanitation defy they must register with the strated during the morning.
seen at his home telling members of the
down on some of his activity in the future.
camp director, Jessie Sinclair, Parents are invited to attend the 3 P.M. service.
partment.
"It may be a part of the good Lord's plan
In contrast to the housing press about the slight heart attack he
and have an adult leader with the camporee at their conven- The program will be cli- He told the residents of the segregation prevalent today in suffered during the night Senator
to make me take a rest," the mayor said.
Hubert
their boys at all times.
ience and take pictures of their maxed at a "Caravan of Songs" many defective buildings that Chicago, more than two-thirds H. Humphrey visited Memphis. Flanking
He asked voters to support the Democrat's
program narrated by Miss Do- he was interested in obtaining
Troops will check in on Fri- boys in action.
candidates in the coming election. (MLR
of the city's Negroes lived in the mayor is heart specialist Dr. I. Ralph
decent housing for them.
day, October 23, beginning at For further information con- ris Jackson.
Photo).
sections less than 50 per cent Goldman, left, and Mrs. Ingram at right.
2:00 and be prepared to camp tact: Jessie Sinclair at 398-1865 The public is invited to all A study of the area is now.
The mayor said he would be out of the
Negro in uno.
pending.
or Norval Powell at JA 5-2351. services.
Out over night.'
(An Editorial)

Minister Criticizes
Plans For Slum Area

#

Plight Of Slum Dwellers Seen
By Commissioner During Visit

ii

Boy Scouts To Camp
Weekend At Barbee's

Women Of Castalia
Baptist To Observe
Day Next Sunday
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A&I Honors Program
Begins For Freshmen

BETTER BUY AT

HERFF
FORD
2450 SUMMER
See The All New
1964 MUSTANG
Now On Display

AlL^.

•

•

NASHVILLE — Fifty-fivei versities of Iowa and Kansas,
Tennessee State University resepectively.
freshmen constitute the Wood- O'Neill and Gilpin are two
row Wilson National Fellow- from a group of 50 young men
ship Foundation - sponsored and women, all former Wood- '
honors program institued at!row Wilson fellows, who will
the Nashville institution with ' be teaching for a year at 33
the opening of school last ; southern colleges.
week.
Now involving,freshmen onSupported by a portion of ly, the new program is to be
the funds from a $405,0001 extened year by year, a grade
Rockefeller Foundation grant!at a time until it includes all
designated for use by the Hon-' undergraduate categories.
ors Program on a national,
basis, the newly acquired program at Tennessee State is ,
open on a voluntary basis to
those students who scored in
A debutante presentation,
the top ten per cent on the "Debutantes D'une Season,"
University's freshman exami- will be one of the most beaunations.
tiful Christian experiences in
Advantages of the honors any girl's life.
program to its student memIt will be held during the
bers include enhanced opporweek of Nov. 20-27 at Comtunities for scholarships and
monwealth Community church,
fellowships, special guidance.
140 W. 81st St., between the
from advisors and instructors,
ages of 16-19 to be presented
special small classes made up
to Christian Society.
exclusively of honors students,
Girls 14 and 15 years old
and encouragement of increaswill be sub-debs, which will
ed cultural awareness.
prepare them for their comFRESHMEN ONLY
The local program is under ing out.
the joint directorship of honMrs. Ednarene Smith, 110
ors interns Jack O'Neill, and W. 91st is general chairman,
Pat Gilpin, both doctorate de- Dr. Dorothy L. Sutton Branch
gree candidates from the Uni- is the minister.

THE MUSTANG
IS HERE

11,57•116

Religious Debut

•.•

MUSTANG Nevaastback
2+2(belowThasjoinedtheMustuts
Hardtop and Convertible.. •

MONEY*
NO MONEY*
DOWN
Trade-Ins Accepted
NEW DOCTORS AT A&I

'63 T-Bird

Hutson, administration, curriculum and instruction; Dr.
Martin Chanin, chemistry; and Dr. Pearl Gore Dansby,
Psychology. Standing, are Dr. Mildred Hurley, administration, curriculum and instruction; and Dr. Pearl Kennedy
Gunter, health and physical education. (Clanton HI foto).

Six more doctorate degrees, represented by the new and
returning faculty members, has upped Tennessee State
university's total number of full terminal degree holders
on its faculty to 60, and seen here at a briefing session
with Tali President W. S. Davis, extreme right, are seated,
from left, Dr. Glide Greenberg, psychology; Dr. Darlene
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WASHINGTON — Reversal of the seven Negroes and four
of the breach of peace and un- whites, several of whom are
lawful assembly convictions of Prominent leaders in the civil
11 "freedom riders" was asked rights movement, violate the
of the Supreme Court by the due process clause of the 14th
NAACP Legal Defense Fund. !Amendment.
The Legal Defense Fund There is no evidence of guilt•
maintains that the convictions the Fund's brief asserted. _

which is guaranteed by the 1st
Amendment.
Further arguments in the De-

$2,695
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Air, Autom., Power
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Portable'Translator'
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A portable, miniature, wire-

discrimina- now available for meetings,
the federal ban on
tion in interstate travel facil- where a language barrier exists
and his auclies"
Ong the parties in the, between a speaker
case are the Rev. Ralph Aber-!ence.
nathy. the Rev. Fred Shuttles-, The equipment consists of a
worth, andtionfdthteheReRv
!transmitter, six pocket-size re11111M•••111•11111111••1111111111111•••1111112111111•10i
" BernardMartin umem• ther King's Southern Christian ceivers for the audience
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
I bers, and a microphone. A
• Leadership Conference.
• Also appealing is Rev. Wyatt translator, using the micro. Walker, currently on leave phone. can either make on-therom
•
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
•
charge of spot translations, or tape the
.as vice president inEducational
, speech ahead of time for playSat. or Son. $1.25
Monday
marketing for the
•
g.
u g e
Set. Ones S A.M. to 6 P.M.
Heritage Foundation, a venture
thru
P.M.
A.M.
to
2
Soo. Ottoo
• in publishing books on Negro
a
,
Ridgy
111 history
•
▪
Another defendant is Rev.
•
.William Sloane Coffin, ,Jr.,! (Continued From Page I I 1
Baltic
•
3100 Summer at
of Yale University
Police said that Wright
The remaining appellants are promised the woman $20 for
the date, and then confessed
before getting dressed that he
did not have the money.
FOUND IN DITCH
Mrs. Farris shot him with a
pistol and he fled the house
n his shorts and undershirt.
YOU CAN EARHAASH FOR THOSE
While he was sitting on the
porch dying, the woman went
SCHOOL ITEMS
out and got him, took him
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly. back in the house and completely redressed him. Then
she pushed him out of the
YOUR NAME
Mother's name
house.
Wright was found lying in a
Address
ditch.
Number of papers wanted tinkly
All three of the slayers are
Phone number..,...
being held for the action of the
Grand
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South
Memphis, Tennesee in jail, Jury, and are being held
_ Wellington
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Freedom Rulers Case
Goes To Supreme Court

Summer Avenue

1963 Olds. 88, 4 Dr. Sedan
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323-2221

STARTS SAT. OCT. 24
ONE BIG WEEK!
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member
to Program director Pat Gilpin, new faculty
Amrit Lal co-program director Jack O'Neill, Miss Dorothy Grandberry and TSU President W. S. Davis. Standing are honors students Connie Swanson and Rosie Flagg.
(Clanton III foto).
—!
of
These "freedom riders" were all ministers and teachers
exception of
' arrested May 25, 1961, in the theology, with the
at
Montgomery. Ala. bus terminal George B. Smith, who was
Yale
when they sat at the lunch that time a student at
Law School.
counter seeking service.
In addition. the fund contendtzbeirye
"freedom
'
frfer
edde,nitehde '

•

163 Ford

FULL
PRICE

BILL SPEROS

REFRESHMENT TIME
Time out for refreshments at Tennessee State university's
new headquarters for honor students was taken by this
group at an open house party signifying the beginning of
the program on the campus. Temporary waitress and honor student Dorothy Montgomery is shown serving cookies
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Beulah Baptist Presents
Battles And Agee In Recital

•!DOWN FRONT!

as,

A VISITOR TO A CHURCH will be happy to learn that be
located near the heart of a is city editor of the Atlanta
housing project was asked by Daily World. The report %fru
its pastor to guess how he re- relayed to the TSD by his
acted when the church spon- longtime friend, Ernest Withsored a dance for young peo- ers.
•••
ple of that community recentA SKIMPY CROWD SHOWly and a drunken youth entered the recereational hall ED up on the Manassas side
and pulled out a wicked-look- to watch the toothless Tigers
ing butcher knife.
take on the Lester Lions, and
"Why, you walked over to one observer said, "Manassas
speculated,
never supports a losing team."
him," the visitor
'and said to him, 'Son, put However, the Lions were vanaway your knife. You are on quished by the Tigers, who
unexpectedly showed their
•church property.'"
"No, I didn't," the minister fangs. With their home team
replied. "I led the stampede one touchdown behind and
about two minutes to play,
out of the place."
Later, the minister had a the Lester fans could not bear
teenager confirm that the the torment. They got up as
dance ended when the wine- one man and streamed out
drinking youngster exhibited the exit.
• ••
the kitchenware.
• ••
WHO IS A POLITICAL leadPERSONS WHO READ Mr., er? Simply defined, he is one
Thaddeus T. Stokes' farewell with the common touch, one
column in NOTWITHSTAND- who knows the men in the
ING entitled, "Goodbye and street, and who can deliver
Good Luck" and have inquired the vote on election day.
about his present whereabouts

ill
33
.0be
de
all

in

Id
Ill

Rev. McCargo
To Return For
rvest Day

Two Memphians who hopel,,c is music. Mr. Battles hope,
to continue their studies o( to embark on a career in mumusic at the New England con- sic.
servatory of Music in Boston
Mr. Agee is a graduate of Salem-Gilfield Baptist church
,Were presented in recital be- Jackson State college at Jack- will. observe Harvest Day on
fore an enthusiastic audience son, Miss., where he studied,'Atinday, Oa'25, and the pubat the Beulah Baptist church piano with Robert Harris. He lic is invited to the worship
In the Orange Mound commu- also did further study .at z nd .feast wkicb follows.
nity.
'
Wayne state university in De- Rev. A.' •McCargo, the pasGiving the. joint recital were troit.
tor, who has been ill since last
Clyde Battle and Joseph. Agee. He is the present director of March, will be preaching the
Mr. Battles began his col- music at Okolona college, Oko- Harvest Day sermon, his first
lege training at Owen college lona, Miss., Mr. Agee was col- since his illness.
and later studied and received lege organist at Jackson State
a bachelor of science degree in college and organist for the St. All members of the church
asked to bring baskets of
music from Southern universi- Marks Episcopal church in are
food as a fellowship dinner
ty at Baton Rouge, La.
Jackson, Miss.
will be served in the church
At
Southern
university, The recital ranged from dining hall immediately after
where he studied voice under works of ..the Baroque era to
R. A. Henry, he appeared as today: Sncrinctiided works althe morning serdice.
soloist in a number of musical such comppeers as Bach, Han- Mrs. Artie William is chairproductions.
del, Chopin, Schubert, Vaughn man of the Harvest Day obcrvance.
After he receives a niaster it. Williams and others.
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Congregational Pastor
To Speak In Berkeley

Greater New
Salem To Honor
Pastor And Wife

Dr. John Charles Mickle, guests at the 100th anniversary
minister of Second Congrega- of Mt. Zion Congregational Members of the Greater New
tional church and personnel Church in Cleveland, Ohio, a Salem Baptist church, 1189
counselor at LeMoyne College, church Dr."Mickle pastored six Mississippi blvd., will honor
Rev. and Mrs, G. B. Brown
will be accompanied by Mrs. years before accepting the during a fourth anniversary
Mickle this weekend to Berke- charge in Berkeley.
program to be held at the
ley, Calif. where they will be
church on Sunday, Oct. 25, at
3 p.m.
honored guests at 20th anniverThe guest speaker will be
sary ceremonies of The South
Rev. J. W. West, paster of Mt.
Berkeley Community CongreMoriah Baptist church.
gational Church.
The first meeting of the held in Winston Salem, N. C.,
Guest ministers will appear
They are scheduled to leave
school year was the kick-off of in June was given by Mrs. Viiiat the church on Wednesday
Saturday morning, Oct. 24,
the Walker Avenue School re Fifer, president of the Walthru Friday nights
MISS UNCF CONTESTANTS
from Metropolitan Airport.
PTA's membership drive for ker Ave. PTA.
Mrs. Daisy Harris is in charge
Miss Wendolyn Bell, daughMiss ,Geraldine I.) lions, junior. of 3315
the 1964-65 school year.
Room representatives assem- These four LeMoyne College coeds have
Dr Mickle served as, co-pasof the celebration, and Mrs.
An unusual program on the bled prior to- the main meeting been chosen by their respective classes to
Horn Lake Road, and Miss Melvin L. Jones,
tor of the interracial South ter of Mr. and Mrs. Moses F. Ada Fields chairman of pubtheme "Getting to Know You," to make plans for this fall's compete for the title of "Miss IUNCF," a
sophomore, of 1953 Marley. Top, left to
Berkeley chdrch 1947-53, with Bell of Meknphis, was gradu- licity.
was presented with Miss Fay membreship drive. Charles J. contest to be conducted in connection with
Dr. Buell Gallagher, now presi- ated from state University of
right: Miss Patricia Townsel, senior, of 1630
Davis in charge.
Patterson, principal of t h e
Ely, and Miss Maxine Peoples, freshman, dent of City College of New Iowa with a Ph.D. in Spanish
Both members parents and school, gave the goals and aims the United Negro College Fund campaign.
Monumental Baptist
York.
of 458 Shawnee.
the
Memphis
area
gets'
The
In
campaign
the
at the conclusion of summer
to
new ones were welcomed
of school.
The
Memphis
minister
will
to
right:
underway
next
month.
Front,
left
To
Celebrate Sunday
HarBernice
Mrs.
meeting by
Following the meeting, rebe guest speaker at 11 o'clock school.
The Monumental Baptist
ris, the first vice president
freihments prepared by Miss
Miss
Bell
was
graduated
a member of the faculty of
services Sunday morning, and
Church will observe Annual
A report on the 38th session E. M. Thomas and her commitRust college at Holy Springs, Know Your Negro History he and Mrs. Mickle will speak with a bachelor of arts degree Men and Women's Day on
of the National Congress of tee were served.
the
following
night
at
an an- cum laude in history and Span- Sunday, October 25, 1964 at
At a time few Negroes lived
Colored Parents and Teachers
Miss.
Mrs. Z. C. Merriweather is
niversary banquet.
ish in 1948 from West Virginia 3:30 P.M. Guest speaker will
The theme for Women's Day anywhere but in the South,
reporter for the chapter
Filling his pulpit here dur- State
,11
college at Institute, W. be the Rev. J. L. Netters of
will be `Crown Him Lord of all Negroes made up a 10th of ing
his absence will be Dean
Mt. Vernon Baptist Church.
Through Proper Use of Chris- Philadelphia's population in Lionel A. Arnold of Le Moyne. Va.
Monumental Baptist Church is
Know Your Negro History
1800, concentrating there more During the past summer, Dr. She is now residing at 510 located at 50 S. Parkway West.
tian Influence."
The percentage of Negroes in The Women's Month of Ac- Mrs. Earlene T. Holmes is than in any Northern city.
and Mrs. Mickle were special Iowa Ave., Iowa City, Iowa. Rev, S. B. Kyles is Pastor:
Chicago grew from 2 to 6.9 per- tivities will be climaxed at
—general
chairman,
Mrs.
Eloise
cent between 1910 tnd 1930.
Beulah Baptist hucrch on next Flowers co-chairman, and Mrs.
The percentage of New York Sunday with the annual Wom- Carrie Sims chairman of pubCity Negroes living in Htrlem en's Day program.
licity.
increased from 33 in 1910, to 50 Speaking at the 3 p.m. pro- Rev. W. C. Holmes is pastor
in 1920, and 65 in 1930.
gram will be Mrs. G.T. Griffin, of the church.
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Walker School PTA Begins
Its Annual Membership Drive

Former Memnhian
Gets Iowa Phil.

O

Beulah Baptist
Women To Hear
Rust Teacher

[eTSD's Want Ads
Convert Goods To
Cash In A Flash
•

4

Got a home you want to sell,
an apartment you want to rent,
or a car for sale? Do you need
a job?
The Tri-State Defender can
put the buyer in your lap in
almost nothing flat.
It matters not what you want
to sell, the Tri-State Defender
can help you convert the merchandise into cold, green cash.
For a special time, the TriState Defender is offering a
service to pereons who want to
sell goods or services through
want ads.
The minimum price is 50
cents for two lines a week.
Take advantage of the TSD's
reduced rates by calling Mrs.
Velma Hal at 526-8397 or 524.8398.

EVERYTHING'S
OLD FASHIONED
10001(
OLD TAYLOR 86

I
NEED
CASH!

•

—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There Is a reason why peoptit
Ilk• to do husinm with us. You,
toe, will Ilk. our courteous treatmerit and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday;
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Souffle), 9:00 to 1,00
VIXIE FINANCE CO.

Nom* Owned - Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
'W. Ilk, to say yes to your
loan request"
8somie•d and Supervised by
th• Stator Deportment of
Insuranc• and Drinking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 74581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611

•
c

(except the people who drink it) 0-1-AyL911

Through Kool's pure white filter comes the most refreshing coolness
you can get in any cigarette.

.

1887. That's when Old Taylor Bourbon was born. Its taste
is still old fashioned. Smooth. Rich.Timeless.Yet the people
who drink Old Taylor 86 aren't old fashioned at all. They're
young, smart, discriminating. And tasteful. Have a sip of
Taylor 86 and you'll join them.
Kentucky Straight Bow bon Whiskey,86 Proof. The Old Taylor Distillery Co., Frankfort & Louisville,

A
iernh/y fa ,740ern 109W/ar4 0084
)
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Final Rites Held For
Retired Shipping Clerk • •

Owen College's Future
To Be Decided This
Week At Baptist Meet
The future status of Owen of suggestions for use of the
college is slated to be decided present property will be preduring the 92nd annual session sented, and an immediate
of the Tennessee Baptist Mis- drive launced to buy the 60
sionary Educational Conven- acres near Lakeview Gardens.
tion at the Fifteenth Avenue Dr. Dinkins has ponted out
Baptist church in Nashville that if the Convention votes
this week, from Oct. 20-23.
to move the college, Federal
The anticipated 500 dele- assistance can be sought. The
gates or messengers from af- school was visited last March
filiating churches and associ- by Dr. Orin Cornett, director
ations will decide whether to of the Division of Higher Edimprove and develop the col- ucation of the U.S. Department
lege at its present site in the of Health, Education and Welcity on 10.35 acres or to move fare.
to the 80-acre tract of land in
the'Lakeview Gardens section Dr. S. A. Owen, president
of the Convention, will comof Whitehaven.
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, pres- plete 28 years of service as
ident of the school, is of the Convention president.
opinion that something should Meeting also this week are
be done at once to improve the Woman's Auxiliary, Young
the physical conditions of the People's Department, Laymen
and Usher and Choir groups.
college.
Messengers will have an
EXTRA TEARS
"We have gotten 10 more opportunity this year to see
years of life from buildings the new Convention headquarformerly occupied by Siena ters in Nashville located in
college and St. Agnes Acade- the Union Protective building,
emy, and the conditions which one block from the host
led them to relocate are now church.
affecting us," Dr. Dinkins said. Rev. Charles H. Fitzgerald,
The college president said newly appointed director of
that if the Convention decides promotions for the Convention,
to move the school, a number is in charge of the office.

United Singing
Union Honors
Mrs. Warford

Ward Chapel To
Fete The !Aches

•Itarrai servies were held workers. You have been with
Saturday for Leonard Rober- us, many year* starting as a
son who worked as shipping young fellow way back in 1912
clerk for Perel & Lowenstein . . You have been entrusted
until he was retired in 1954.
with many important duties,
Rites were held from the many involving your handling
chapel of R. S. Lewis & Sons of valuable merchandise.
with the minister of Centenary Through the very efficient
Methodist Church, the Rev. manner in which you have fulJames M. Lawson Jr., officiat- filled these duties, we have
ing. Interment was in Elmwood been able to render to our
customers the type of services
Cemetery.
The deceased, a semi-invalid, resided at 751 Neptune
with his wife, Mrs. Annie Rob
erson, and a daughter, Mrs
Dorothy Ingram. Anothe:
daughter, Mrs. Thelma Morri,
is now a resident of Los Angeles, Calif.
OTHER SURVIVORS
Mr. Roberson was the grand
father of Mrs. Joe Anne
Gaines, a 1964 graduate of LeMoyne College and now a
teacher at A. B. Hill Elementary School, and Miss Tamara
Morris of Los Angeles. He was
LEONARD ROBERSON
the brother-in-law of Miss
Elizabeth Bratcher of Mem- that have been responsible for
phis.
the success of Perel & LowenMr. Roberson began working stein.
for Perel & Lowenstein at the We appreciate your honesty,
age of 17 immediately after and through all these years
completing his schooling at old have never had a single tranKortrecht.
saction that would reflect on
In December 1954, manage- the honesty and integrity of
ment of Pere" & Lowenstein your character . . . Enclosed
paid Mr. Roberson a glowing is a check, which is a token of
tribute. Officers of the firm our appreciation to you, not
wrote:
only for your most faithful
services throughout these years
THE CITATION
"You are one of our most but also as a true friend in
loyal and devoted fellow co- every respect."

••

$600 FOR DAY CARE CENTER
A check for $600 was presented to Bishop J. G. Patterson.
Sr., pastor of Pentecostal Temple Church of God in Christ
by Mrs. Denise R:Hawkihk, treasurer of Las Doce Amigas,
the proceeds of a fashion show presented by the club for
the benefit of the church's nursery and day care center

now being erected on Wellington. Others shown from left,
are members of the Board of Directors of the center, and
Include Joseph Poindexter, Jesse Hunter, Mrs. Christine
McKay, Mrs. Julia Atkins and Mrs. Mary Perkins. Mrs.
Atkins is also a member of Las Doce Amigas.

Ward Chapel AME church
will honor the pastor and his
Your Negro History
wife, Rev. and Mrs. Robert
percentage
of Negroes
The
L. McRae, during an Appredropped from 10 in 1800 to 3 in
Members of the United Sing- ciation Day service on Sunday,
I
1870, due to the influx'of cheap
ing Union honored their book- Oct. 25, at 5 p.m.
ing manager, Mrs. J. W. War- The couple will be com-1 Annual Woman's Day will immigrant labor.
ford, last Sunday night in a pleting their third year as the be observed Sunday, Oct. 25,
at the Mt. Gilliam Baptist
program given in her honor leaders of the church.
at New Pilgrim church.
The West Tennessee Confer- church at 1029 Raymond st.,
Usher Board, Deaconess,
Eugene V. Walton served as ence, of which Rev. McRae is and the guest speaker at the
Mother of Chords,
master of ceremonies, and he a member, will meet in Mem- aftei noon service will be Mrs.
Nurses. /Altsionary,
was introduced by R. V. Web- phis on Tuesday, Oct. 27, at Gussie P. Young, a member
Prayer Sand
of Avery Chapel AME church.
ster.
St. James AME church.
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
church
invites
Ward
Chapel
Poplin,
message
will
morning
fhe
Sines 3 to 52
Presentations were made by
Long,Short and /
3
4 Sleeves
Mrs. Louis Walker and Mrs. all sister churches and friends be delivered by the pastor,
Willie Mae Taylor, the latter of Rev. and Mrs. McRae to Rev. E. Bates. The public is
BADGES FOP UNDID
MID ORDANIZATIONS
from Mt. Hermon Baptist join them in the Appreciation invited to all services of the
Lowest Prices AvaIlablo
day.
churth. The welcome was Day service.
WSITt FOt FREE OTROS *7
given by Mrs. Evelyn Daniels.
Mrs. Lillie Sunshine Kraft
' Other churches represented Bluff City PTA
s chairman of the observance, SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 H St., N.E.
6S Whitehall it., S.W.
at the services were Mt. Pleasand Mrs. Ophelia Braggs is Washington
2,D.C. Atlanta 3, Georgia
ant, Morning Chapel, Pilgrim Council Holds Meet
co-chairman.
Rest-Pillow St., and Mt. HerMembers of the Bluff City
mon.
PTA Council met last Friday
Mrs. Mary Davis was chair- morning at the Sarah H.
TENNESSEE STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
man of the program. Rev. W. Brown branch of the YWCA. I
Herbert Brewster is pastor of
Mrs. Margaret Turner is
the church.
'president; Mrs. Mattie Suttles,
* LEARN TO DRIVE *
secretary, and Mrs. Viola Hill,
* LET US TEACH YOU *
reporter.
MAKE YOUR SPECIAL
* IN A FEW LESSONS *

••

Mt. Gilliam Women !Kitow
To Observe Sunday

PLAY
T.V. BINGO

UNIFORMS

CHANNEL 13
WHBQ T.V.
11-11:30 every weekday

••

• CHURCH PROGRAM

more meaningful with
Beautiful
HAMMOND ORGAN MUSIC
Arrange for
a Hammond Organ

Call Mr. Pfund
Ph. 272-1691 — 682-1653
HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS
• 2184 Union Ave.
482 S. Perkins Ext.

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

Do You Need Help In Getting Your License?
CALL 275-3600
NERVOUS STUDENTS OUR SPECIALTY

Congratulations Bingo Winner

LET

(ROUND FLOOR

US

STERICK BUILDING
'WHERE 50.55 II5E you
GET POI/ERM11111
SERVICE"

HELP,

IT!

SAVE 80*

$550.00
T.V. Bingo
Winner

'under picas N
home delivared
milk

each time you buy 2 half-peons of

nuiligli
1111 1111111
!!!p!!!!!!!!

$550.00
T.V. Bingo
Winner

•

•

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

CART HOME SAVINGS!
Ttl
,

Mrs. Lorene Turner
278 Radar

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
See Leo Ring
For Your
Stacy Addams Shoes

11/

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTCM

B H

TAILORS

• •

INC.
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Makes What YOU Ask For And
Creates What You Think Of"

BLACK or
BROWN

$3095
You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes for
years—knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
hand -craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.

0 BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

/
•33,,j1
11

atASLEY•JONES•RAGLAND

99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
Ii

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

T.V. Bingo Card Color
This Week
•

Olive til Noon Fri.
Oct. 26
Get Your Free
T.V. Bingo Cards
at Big Stall*

• •

14, 1964
••••
•
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WHEN YOU PURCHASE SPACE
IN THE
BI- STATE DEFENDER........
25% MORE ADULT AUDIENCE
WITH MORE MONEY TO SPEND
IN ANY GIVEN MEMPHIS NEGRO MARKET....

THE ONLY ABC NEGRO NEWSPAPER
IN THE MID-SOUTH...

PS. Defender's pulling power.....that of a mule.
•
a

The New
Tri-State Defender

'This Is My Favorite-and I'm
Sure You'll Like It, Too!'

'Th. South's Indopendont Weekly"
Hero Wks; 236 South Wellington — Phone JA 4.1139/
JOHN. H. SENGSTACKE
Publisher
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
General Manager
McCANN L. REID
Editor
BRYANT T. WILLIAMS Sr. ...Advertising Manager

• Jackie
Robinson
Says

••

'Subscription raw tirm year, $6; sic months, $7.50, (7•your specie! SubicrIptlen rote
318) Ti. Tri-Stat•',leader Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscript,
Mr Photos. Published Emmy Thursday by the New Tri.State Publishing Co. Second
Vass Postage Paid et Maraphls. Tennessee, Under Act of March 2, 1879.

National Advertising Representatives
•
AMALCAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.-310 Madison Avenue, New Yerle,17,,N.Y.

'No Vote'Helps Barry

SERVING 1,080,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

Goldwater Retreats
As the campaign shapes up,
the schism in the Republican
ranks has subsided. The aura of
reconciliation between the extremists and the moderates is
given full play by party chieftains.
Both Governor Scranton of
Pennsylvania and Governor
Rockefeller of New York hgve
made laudatory remarks about
Senator Goldwater. Somehow,
they have not been able to infuse their audiences with the
kind of enthusiasm that a sincere, honest-to-goodness endorsement generates. They leave their
political rallies relatively cold.
The reason is obvious. The gap
between the Eastern bloc and the
Mid-Western GOP contingent
has never been bridged. The public posture of Scranton and
Rockefeller — two of .Goldwater's bitterest opponents — is a
surf ace manifestation, halfhearted at that, of party unity.
Even former President Eisenhower has had some open reservations about the Goldwater
philosophy. Dick Nixon, though
heralded as a hell-fire supporter
of the Senator, has not backed
in toto the Goldwater program.
Goldwater's inconsistent stand
on so many vital public issues
makes it impossible for Republicans who value their reputa-

tion to swallow his contradictions. He started out by endorsing "extremism" as ajust if table means for advancing the
cause of democracy. He has,
since the pow-wow in Hershey,
Pa., retreated from that stand.
He was against the United Nations as a useful instrument for
the settlement of international
disputes. He has reversed himself on that point.
He advocated the use of nuclear weapons in Vietnam. He
backed away from that foolish
suggestion. Likewise, his proposal to grant discretionary powers
to NATO military chiefs in the
use of the A-bomb is no longer
a potent weapon in the Goldwater arsenal. He has muted that
view completely. In its place he
has substituted the absurd argument that President Johnson is
soft on Communism. And before
the campaign is over, he will
have junked this criticism for
lack of factual documentation.
The GOP Eastern leaders are
not sticking their necks too far
out for Goldwater whose campaign is already running out of
steam and whose chances for occupying the White House are as
good as an African Zebra's.
These leaders are looking forward to the day when they must
cleanse themselves from the mud
of Goldwaterism.

A New Voice In Britain
A new voice has joined in the
battle of party prospects in the
coming elections in Great Britain. It is that of the Sun, the
mass circulation newspaper
which has taken the place of the
Labor Daily Herald.
On its front page, the Sun tells
its readers what it stands for:
"The Sun is politically free. It
will not automatically support or
censure any party or any government. It is an independent paper designed to serve and inform all those whose lives are
changing, improving, expanding
in these hurrying years.

"We welcome the age of automation, electronics, computers.
We will campaign for the rapid
modernization of Britain, regardless of the vested interests of
management or workers.
"The Sun is a newspaper with
a social conscience, a radical paper to praise or criticize without
preconceived bias. Above all the
Sun is gay as well as informative — the paper for those with a
zest for living."
American newspapers might
take a leaf from the Sun's editorial policy and outlook.
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Only In America
By HARRY GOLDEN

Goldwater And Dixie
Samuel Lubell has issued a
survey after spending several
months in Texas, Virginia, Florida, North and South Carolina.
Lyndon Johnson is leading, according to Lubell's statistics, only in Texas. The Southerners
feel Johnson has betrayed them.
They said he pushed too hard for
the Civil Rights Law.
A steelworker told Luboll,
"I'm a Democrat but right now
I'd vote for Goldwater. I don't
want my kids going to the same
swimming pools as colored." I
have faith in Lubell's work. I
have head that same statement
a few hundred times in recent
weeks.
As late as 1946 there were over
a half million people in my state
of North Carolina who did not
have electricity in their homes.
It finally took the federal government's REA to light these
homes 70 years after Edison's
invention. Well over a million
Tar Heels live on Social Security today and the number who
live by virtue of the Soil Bank
Program and the farm subsidies
is even larger.
I mention North Carolina because it is the most progressive
state in the South. The rest of
the South depends even more on
the federal government. But
Barry Goldwater does not like
any of this. He has suggested
selling TVA, turning Social Security over to private insurance
firms, and farm subsidies is only
for loafers.
I admit that there are many
Southerners who would sacrifice
TVA, Social Security, minimum
wage. old-age pensions, and farm
subsidies, so that their kids
won't have to go to the munci-

pal swimming pool with Negro
kids.
And let us grant they do. The
big question will still remain,
can Barry deliver? I suggest to
my fellow Southerners that the'
ask Barry Goldwater how he intends to re-segregate the public
schools, how he intends to abolish the public accommodations
title of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, how he intends getting the
Negro kids out of the municipal
swimming pools.
I strongly urge my fellow
Southerners to ask, "If you are
President, Mr. Goldwater, will
you keep the Negroes out of the
movies and put them back in the
back of the bus?"
What answer can Barry Goldwater give to these questions?
He can talk about leaving the
problem to the states, but there
is federal law, based on interstate commerce, and on the use
of federal money, and backed
by Supreme Court decisions,
none of which can be declared
null and void by a President.
When the South realizes Barry Goldwater will not appreciably change the facts of integration, will he still win votes; will
he win the vote of Lubell's steelworker in Greensboro, and his
farmer in Spartanburg?
The Southerners may be willing to pay Goldwater's price, but
the big question — will the
goods be delivered? Unless the
Southerners make sure they will
get delivery (back of the bus, no
Negroes in parks, movies.
Greeks and Chinese restaurants,
etc., etc.) they may be buying a
pig in the poke.
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Mississippi Rebels
The Federal Bureau of Investigation is pressing with apparent vigor its search for the culprits in the unceasing bombings
and shot-gun blasts in Vicksburg, Meridian and elsewhere in
Mississippi.
Meanwhile, in Philadelphia,
Miss., Sheriff Lawrence Rainey
and his deputy, Cecil Price, both
charged with civil rights violations, were back on duty, while
more arrests loomed.
The Justice Department said
that more emits in Neshoba

County, where the three young
civil rights workers were slain,
were imminent. A spokesman
indicated the number might
reach a dozen.
No doubt, many of the bombings might have been prevented
had Mississippi state officials
exercised their authority toward
that end. It is a great pity that
there is no Federal law that
would compel state officials to
discharge their responsibility in
the protection and safety of the
people within their jurisdiction.

Know
The
Negro

By AL DUCKETT

Comic Message- Great
We just concluded a telephone
talk with Henry Lee Moon, the
hard-working and talented public relations chief of the national
NAACP office. We had called
Henry to congratulate the or-

ganization and Mr. Moon's department on the publication of
a most interesting and clever
comic - book-type
publication
named "Your Future Rests In
Your Hands."
In an entertaining and eye.

Dick Gregory is a wonderful
artist and a man who has given
high dedication to the cause of
civil rights. Dick's contribution
has not been confined to lip-service. He has, as the saying goes,
paid his dues.
Because of his courage and
willingness to put it on the line
for civil rights — because of his
sacrifices, both financial and
physical, Dick commands much
respect from the masses of people of both races. People listen
to what he says for some of his
most humorous words reflect a
genuinely interesting philosophy.
A man like this has a responsibility to generate constructive
ideas. If what we read in a recently published news article is
accurate, we must sadly conclude that Dick has come up
with one idea which is neither
constructive nor responsible.
Dick is quoted as indicating that
he feels he has no choice in the
forthcoming national election.
In other words, what Dick was
saying — if he said it — was
that Lyndon Johnson and Barry
Goldwater are Tweedledum and
Tweedledee. Therefore, Gregory
allegedly concluded, he will resolve the situation by not voting
for either.
I fervently hope that Dick did
not say this and that, if he did,
he did not mean it. In my humble opinion, this election is the
most vital election in our history.
It is obvious that the people who
support Senator Goldwater do
not want the Negro vote. To

fail to vote would be to fall into
their trap. Every non-vote will
shape up as a vote for Goldwater.
It is true that President Lyndon Johnson's past record on
civil rights leaves much to be
desired. But it is also true that
he was a sectional politician undoubtedly echoing and reflecting
the attitudes and prejudices of
his constituency. Since he has
become President of all of the
people. Mr. Johnson has moved
boldly, courageously and with
apparent passionate conviction
to advance the progress of decency in race relations.
I do not defend the President's
civil rights background of former days. But what man has the
right to assail a convert who has
the stamina to completely re.
verse himself — not in the irresponsible and contradictory
way that Barry Goldwater reverses himself from day to day;
not in a flip-flop of attitudes calculated to curry favor with first
one pressure group and then another. No, the President has consistently and militantly stuck by
his guns on civil rights ever
since he took the most awesome
oath of office which a man can
accept in this century.
Dick Gregory, many people
listen to you. Please say to them
that you didn't mean to advise
our people, of either race, to sell
their birthright of precious liberty by for the mess pottage of
criminal indifference. Barry
Goldwater doesn't want my vote
so Lyndon Johnson's going to
get it.
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World's Best Buy

•

WASHINGTON — If you're
wondering what item of merchandise or service constitutes
the most for the money these
days, listen to Postmaster General John A. Gronouski.
He maintains that "The fivecent stamp is the greatest bargain in the world. For in relation to national income, postage
rates in the United States are
lower than anywhere else in the
world."
Gronouski made his observation — and it may well be accurate — at a recent national
stamp exhibit in Washington.
He also reported that using
stamps as advertising for good
causes is going over big.

One stamp will urge a stronger battle against cancer. Another
will point up the need for physical fitness. Still another urges
the public to register and vote.
All of these, and others, are
gee
h
their messages across,
says.
Of course, this Madison Avenue gimmick isn't producing any
more revenue for the ,Post
Office Department. No one buys
or uses more stamps because of
the advertising on them.
And because of the public interest nature of the ads themselves, the Post Office Department can't charge the agencies
might benefit. It's all for
free.

pleasing manner, this little book
socks home a terrific message
dramatising the power of the
vote. The familiar problems of
Job, housing and education bias
are pictured. Convincingly, the
reader is shown how such situations can be alleviated through
political pressure exerted by
alert citizens.
The oVter Registration division of NAACP will distribute a
quarter of a million of these
books. Every citizen ought to
read it. Churches, clubs and individuals can order these books
in bulk from the NAACP national offices at 20 West 40th
Street. They can be obtained at

$12.50 per 500 copies or $25.00
per thousand.
This is the second such book
the NAACP has published. The
first one was distributed in 1960
and proved highly popular.
NAACP has done a ml service in the presentation of this
pamphlet. Why not get your
group to put in an order and
either distribute them free or sell
them at the single cost per copy
of 5c, earning one hundred Parma
cent profit for some worthfer
cause.
If this sounds like a commercial, it is.

•
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The afternoon service at
the Mt. Canaan Baptist Church
featured the annual celebration of the Mission Society, of
which Mrs. Evelyn Powell is
%t$......"'"
,
... president. Pastor Williams
"
.
spoke.
Rev. Frank Gunn, who has
been confined to the hospital
In August of 1964, KenneDURHAM, N. C. — Robert F'. Kennedy, North
for several days, had to underCarolina College's new art department head, in ad- dy's sculpture piece, "Gonoeh."
go an operation Monday.
received an $800 Museum ColMrs. Anna Collins. who dition to having an internationally famous namesake
lection Purchase Prize, supunderwent an operation re- (the former U.S. attorney general), in his own right plemented by the Director's
cently, is at hcme and doing can boast of an international reputation as an artist Discretionary Fund, the DeI fine.
and of a career dotted with
troit Institute of Arts, at the
! The choir of the Mt. Canaan unique achievements.
to Olivet in 1946.
54th exhibition for Michigan
A former actor, set designer, In 1949, during his senior artists at the Institute.
Church was among the guest
choirs which appeared on the portrait painter, teacher, and year, having been convince
Kennedy says that although
annual program of the First clay modeler and stylist for by an instructor that he should he's subjected to occasional
Baptist Church of Village General Motors. Kennedy. who change his major to sculpture, jokes about his name, nothing
joined the NCC faculty in he transferred to Mexico City
Springs Sunday afternoon.
much is really made of it.
September. returned to teach- College.
BESSEMER
ing because, he says. "I had In Mexico City, he studied "I have used it for 'shock
By G. W. IVEY
been most contented while painting and sculpture under effect' once or twice." he says.
Mrs. Merlyne Gates was working as a teacher and pro- Merle Wachter, Robert Ellis, "Whenever I call a busy office
honored with a surprise birth- clueing art at the creative Fernando Verlaine, and Jus- and say, 'This is Robert F.
Kennedy,' I usually get imday party at her home Satur- level."
tino Fernandez, the country's mediate attention. However.
day night, Oct.. 10, by her sis- Referred to as "a brilliant
leading art historian and critic my middle name is Francis,
ters, Mrs. LaVerne Terry, Mrs. young sculptor and portrait
and discoverer of the great
Delores Johnson, Mrs. Jo Eda painter" in a Detroit Times muralist Orozco. He studied not Fitzgerald."
Whittaker, and her brother, pictorial feature written while also at the college's Socety of The artist and his wife, Anneliese, are parents of three
'Charles Gates.
he lived in Mexico City, Ken- Arts and Crafts.
children — Kapryan, 9, and
The Matrons and Missionary nedy, a native of Detroit, was
•••
Kevin and Robin, twins (a boy
Society of Greater St. Pete: graduated in 1937 from that
After graduating in 1954 and .1.1), 8.
Primitive Baptist Church ob- city's Denby High School
served its annual program at where he was active in dra- with the B.A. degree from
the church on Sunday. Oct. 111. matics and the school orches- Mexico City College, he pursued some graduate work and
, Mrs. Cora Hall is president tra.
spent a period in Mexico City
4 of the Matrons. Mrs. Lillie B.
After graduation, he went as a professional portrait
Terrell is president of the Misto work in a factory to save painter and art teacher. He
,ronary Society. Rev. W. A.
money toward a trip around returned to Detroit in 1955,
i Clark is pastor.
world with a group of where he worked for three
Funeral rites for the late the
friends. On the side, he free- years as a clay modeler and
1Thornton Ganes Merriweather
lanced as a cartoonist and also stylist for General Motors
were held at St. Paul C.M.E.
agers during a motorcade in Sioux City, Iowa—WI'! TripSen. Barry Goldwater wipes the side of his face with a
joined the Detroit Experimen- Corp.
on
at
'Church
3,
Sunday,
Oct.
photo)
tal Cellar Theater Group.
handkerchief after being struck by an egg thrown by teen"Being dissatisfied with this
1.30 p.m.
•• •
,
kind of work," he says, "I left
BatesEulogy
W.
G.
was
Rev.
by
near
6
Oct.
died
Valley,
Lydia
ThursMrs.
with her sister,
The Bible
e Ban met
When World War II made to try my hand at free-lance
ville. She was Mrs. Ef ie Maize. He is survived by a the world trip impossible, Ken- commercial art."
ARKANSAS
day evening.
Douglas, on Whitfield St.
wife, seven sons, four daughThornton.
After deciding to pursue a
nedy and his friends decided
Mrs. Verlme Townsend and
RATES'VILLE
The house of Mr. and Mrs. ters, ten grandchildren, one
MISSISSIPPI
college fulltime teaching career, he
children of Tacoma, Wash., Sammie Stoker on Routes 3 brother, two sisters, two to use their money for
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
educations. In 1940, he enroll- enrolled at the University of
GOODMAN
were here last weekend to at- and 315 East burned Oct. 6, aunts, and other relatives.
Mrs. Roy Bacum is visiting
at Olivet College as a social Michigan as a graduate stu•
ed
By
uncle,
tend the funeral of her
her nephew, Ellington Finley,
Smith and Gaston Funeral science major. Later, he en- dent and teaching fellow in
destroying all their household
BILLINGSLEA
PEARLEANE
James Ward.
Mrs. Ellington, and other relabelongings and burning their Directors was in charge of listed in the Navy, spent two 1962 and received the MFA
ROBERT F. KENNEDY
The second Sunday was reg- The Rev. W. M. Bankhead,
tives in St. Louis.
funeral arrangements. Inter- years in service, and returned degree in 1964.
car.
Goodman
at
ular
day
service
Mrs. Viola Watkins's brother
pastor of St. James Methodist Albert Hawkins of Detroit ment was at Pine Hill Cemedied in St. Louis. Rev. New- Baptist Church, where Rev. Church in Columbus, Miss., visited his parents, Mr. and tery.
of this city defeated the .a-solo during a brief program
ton Watkins was a former real. F. L. Gray is pastor..
TENNESSEE
was guest minister for the reGeorge Clem School team of rendered at the First PresbyVisitors at the service were vival meeting 'held at Griffin Mrs. Thurston Hawkins, for Does anyone know the
Agent of Batesville.
week.
D.
Willie
Mrs.
whereabouts
of
a
Greeneville, Tenn., in a home- terian Church, accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Wingard, Chapel Methodist Church Oct.
JOHNSON CITY
lir Attending the funeral servlast
Burt,
adwhose
known
The writer, C. A. Hawikns,
coming grid game played here Miss Barbara Knight, at noon
Mrs. Mary Whiton, a,nd Mrs.
ices were Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fannie Wingo, all of Koscius- 5 through 9. Rev. J. W. Mosley Jr., worshipped with the Rev. dress was 453 E. Oakwood By CORTLAND R. RHEA
in Memorial Stadium on the on Oct. 9. The program was
is. pastor.
Watkins., Mr. and Mrs. Ne- ko.
Rev. John C. Bruce was apG. Miller Sunday at Harris Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 60653?
night of Oct. I, 40-0. In the occasioned by the United Fund
hemiah Harper, and Mrs. Beula
Andrew S. Thompson of the Zion Methodist Church.
Mrs. Burt was the former pointed as pastor of St. Paul meantime, homecoming fes- Drive.
That afternoon, the pastor
Hall of Newport.
anyIf
is
Willie
Moore.
Miss
D.
community
this
of
Prospect
Church
New
Zion
A.M.E.
tivities took place.
reporter will gladly
and several members attended
In the meantime, Mrs. Doro• ••
his home after Your
the pastor's anniversary pro- recuperating at
report your news. Send it to one locates her, please contact city as the result of the East Stephanie Moncrief was thy Simmions and Mrs. MagMr. and Mrs. Bobby Lee gram of Rev. R. E. Willis at undergoing surgery at the Uni- him at Route 3, Box 41, Water Johnnie Moore, 804 Borah Tennessee and Virginia 1.M.E. crowned Miss Langston.
gie Booher made their reports
Ave., Muscoda, Bessemer, Ala. Zion Conference.
Cathrine are the parents of a Mt. Calvary Baptist Church versity Hospital in Jackson, Valley, Miss.
•••
as workers on the United Fund
• • •
Get well wishes to Mrs. FanMiss.
baby born Sept. 29. Weighing at Gougaloo, Miss.
nie Forman; Mrs. Anna Wal- Mrs. Frances Kilgore was a A program was rendered at Drive.
seven pounds and three ounces, Rev. Willis pastored Good- Mr. and Mrs. William Ross
Thankful Baptist Church oil
lace, a patient at the Universithe child was named Antoinette man Baptist Church back in of Memphis, Tenn. spent last
from St. Paul A.M.E. the night of Sept. 27, in obty Hospital; Mrs. Lillie A. delegate
Marie. Paternal grandparents
with
Starkville
in
weekend
TenEast
the
to
Zion Church
the 1940's.'
servance of Youth Day.
Grace, a patient at Lloyd Noare Mr. and Mrs. Ezra CathTRUSS VILLE
and Virginia A.M.E. Rev. Charles J. Johnson was
John F. McGee went to the Mrs. Ross' mother, Mrs. Alland; Mrs. Mattie Eaton; Samrine. Maternal grandparents
Rogers.
MEYERS
R.
L.
By
berta
Rogin
held
Zion
Conference
Mattie
sister,
wedding of his
the speaker for the occasion.
are Mr. and Mrs. George Bar- L., in Chicago over the weekRev. A. Jackson conducted uel May;Clinton Mosley; Arter ersville, Tenn.
WATER VALLEY
Michael Young was the master
ris.
services at the Mt. Canaan King; Mrs. Hattie Ramsey; Mr.
end.
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR. Baptist Church Sunday morn- Floyd; and Mrs. Susie Bark- Tile Langston High School of ceremonies.
vangelist Matfie Watkins Mrs. Alberta Zollicoffer is
Miss Ann McConnell sang
football Golden Tigers team
was quell speaker at the Wom- home and doing nicely after
Rev. C. 0. Wilkins was as- ing in the absence of the pas- er.
en's Missionary Society. tier several days in the hospital in signed back to Miles Memori- tor, Rev. T. C. Williams, who
14—Instructions
al C.M.E. and Oak Grove was away, and conducted baptheme was "New Nations" Fri- Lexington.
DETECTIVE TRAINING
Church from the annual Con- tismal services.
day evening at Bethel A.M.E.
Robert 81 Phillips, Cr., Founder
STARKVILLE
ference in Tupelo for the During services at the PleasChurch.
Former Govt..Special Agent. For it..
information writ* to:
eighth year.
By LEANDY MOORE
ant View Baptist Church of
Rev. Z. E. Mitcham is pas1917-13 N. Kenneth Aye.
Chice60, liSnOle
tor. President is Mrs. Maud Mrs. Martha Matthew of The mother of Mrs. Annie Emily, one cendidate for bapChicago spent last weekend Givens, a beautician of Water tism was immersed.
•Kandry.
eg.eurrespondence Nubs

Robert F. Kennedy Takes Over
Art Dep't At NCC(No Fooling)

•

•

i
i

You Had It Coming, Barry

Alabama

at

•

NATIONAL
Classified Ads

LONELY' HZ HAPPI', JOIN THE
American Club. Box 757. Gary Ind.
Bend for Infor. today.
LONELY" FIND LOVE, ROMANCE
marriage. Free names. Photographs.
Dixie Club, Box 1273. (Nola 3, Fla.

a strong. Another
for physier urges
and vote.
hers, are
-S across,

30—Female Help Wanted
A InIr
.
M.

N. V.

riches
le..Aia
565Cerm
1.1

210 Post Ave., Weetbury, Pl. Y.
MAIDS. 515E. CLEANERS. EXP'D.
& bondable. Not an agency. 11150 wk.
Write P. O. Box 3230. Detroit Mich.

32—Male k Female Help
Wanted

ison Aveucing any
the Post
one buys
ecause of

Printers Wanted
• Linotype Operators
• Proofreaders
• Floormen
Cnly experienced persona
should apply. Write:
Personnel Department
CHICAGO DEFENDER
2400 S. MICHIGAr AVE.
CHICAGO. ILL-60416

public in:ds them- Departagencies
's all for

SALESMEN
SALESWOMEN
AND

Wonted to sell ret•II advertising la
the hfern phi. market. We PaY 25 Per
cent end 30 per cent contract come
rniesion on the dollar.
hilt NICW THIS'Ayr nr.raN DER
236 5. WELLINoTON CT.
M EMPHIM, TENNFAREE

or $25.00

JANITOR. HANDYMEN FOR JAN.
mire. exp.d. & bondable. Write P.O.
3230. Detroit Ik.flrh

uch book
.hed. The

111. Suburban out-oftown real estate

•d in 1960
lar.

Dupl. on 4 elty lute. Nr. Alt. Is, Fla.
Low takes. Fine nahbrd All Paced. Oil
it. then% Berne, & weatherstrips. H. J.
(Whitey1 Nyholm. 1022 Mohawk at.,
ClelkiWItti, Fla.
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Back From The War On Poverty
It Must Have Been Witty
The Pianist And The Beauty: Marilyn
Isabel, a senior from Memphis, Tenn. The Don

Autograph seekers at Tuskeeee Institute surround planlot Don Shirley (wearing sweateri following his concert
performance here recently. Between signing autographs.
(right
Pianist Shirley shares a joke with "Miss Tuskegee"

Shirley and Trio performance was one of nine concerts
scheduled here doting the 1964-65 Concert Series. Pianist Abbey Simon will appear here Nov. 15.

These four students at A&T College this
summer worked with the North Carolina
Volunteers, a group of 100 college students in the state's battle against poverty.
They are from left to right: Misses Brenda Richardson, Westbury, New York: Di-

ane Echols, Niagara Falls, New York
Doris Lareent, Asheville, North Carolina:
and Helen Fuller. West AmItYvIlle, New
York. The program was supported by the
North Carolina Fund with aid from the
federal government.

CONVF.RT. MICE. 38th AVE., 1 14 MI.
off M-140. 4 rm. house & 2 cabin.
with both,. modern. Writ• box 11154 eta
,111,1111,0 Defender.

112. Spiritual advisors

PRAYER CAN
HELP YOU
MIRACLE OF
F1I40 OUT HOW
so work *order, for you.
PRAY
Writ. Sister Fannie Howard. 424 S.
Mielniali, Chicago, HI.
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•• lerrg Go-Round •
•

By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••
The past week found many club groups and organizations occupying the main interests of the women of the Bluff
City. At this time of the year the new fall fashions still fascinate women, whether they be viewed or worn personally
▪ . as this column will reflect from time to time.
• • •

THE BEAUTIFUL HOME OF MRS. SUSIE CURRIE, 1750
S. Parkway F.. was the setting of an elaborate Coffee Hour
and Fashion Show sponsored by Alpha Beta chapter of Alpha
Pi Chi Sorority. The Sorority colors of green and white were
predominant in the decorations and the refreshments.
Fashions, models and a special showing of wigs and bags
were all furnished by a local dress shop. Fashion models included: Mesdames DORIS BOWERS, MARIAN THOMAS,
WILLIE BELLE SMITH, THELMA DAVIDSON, and Misses
LUBICCA STAMPS, ELOISE SMITH and others. Narrator
was Soror DOROTHY WILLIAMS
Some of the guests attending were Mesdames ELOISE
BROWN, SADIE MAE KINSEY, JUDA EILAND, J. L. MITCHELL., EMMA L. WILSON, LULA SMITH, KIZZIE
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
THOMAS, EDWINA HUDSON, WILHFLMIEN LOCICARD,
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Duncan, 1310 E.
THOMAS DOUGLAS, M. W. GOODEN, E. E. SMITH,
postal employe. There are six grandchilSHELLY VENSOM, BENNYE G. THOMAS, ICELEN KEING,
Trigg Ave. observed their 50th wedding
dren., Mr. Duncan, Sr. is a retired carpen'MISS BERTRAND' AND COURT
LEORA GUNTER, NELLIE DOUGLASS, ETHEL DAVIS, anniversary on Wednesday, Oct. 14. They
ter, who has helped to build Memphis and
Miss Glenda Kay Mitchell, center, was
dolph, and second alternate, Miss MarROSIE FIELDS, MYRTLE SMITH, MERIEL PATTERSON, were united a half century ago by the
the Mid South, having worked on a large
crowned "Miss Bertrand of 1964" at
garet Elythe. Escorts standing behind the
LYDIA ROBINSON, GEORGIA HARLIN, WATTS THOMAS, Rev. T. J. Smith, pastor of Greenwood
portion of the major buildings in this area.
recent homecoming day activities at Melgirls are Joe Sandridge, Clinnison JohnMR. and MRS. H. C. ELLISON. MISSES JOHNETHEL DENI- C.M.E. Church. Three sons were born to
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan are lifelong Memrose stadium, with the Thunderbolts takson and Wendell Norris. The homecoming
the union of which only one survives. WilVEN, BIRDIE C. LENOIR, ORA D. FRIERSON, JUANITA
phians. (Photo by Billy Duncan).
ing on the Carver Cobras. Seen at left is
game was won by the Cobras. (Hooks
HOLMES, MARY HYMON, BETTY J. CARROLL, and lap liam C. Duncan. local photographer and
her first alternate. Miss Rose Maria RanPhoto).
FOREMAN.
into it.
Members of Alpha Beta Chapter are: Mesdames THELMA
Wife Preservers
Each cup of self-rising flour served by Cleo IlickMairWife Preservers
A141E
DAVIDSON, presiden t, SELMA SMITH, ESSIF. B.
contains Pi teaspoons baking church last Sunday.
FLETCHER, MINNIE LEE ALLEN, SUSIE P. HIGHTOWER.
, If you've recently noticed a
powder and 1/2 teaspoon salt.
SUSIE CURRIE, LENNIE JOHNSON FOSTER L. JOHNSON,
Mrs. N. L. Threat was the
'type of flour called self-rising You
can use it in most of your
LUCILLE GIST, BREE WINBURSH, MARGARET S. CLAY,
flour on your grocer's shelves,
speaker for the afternoon servThe South Memphis hist:favorite recipes just by omittice.
don't be hestiant about trying
DOROTHY WILLIAMS, ROLAND POWELL, DAISY McMite held its monthly meeting
I at Bethel AME chuch, with
QUILLER, and MISS MAGGIE G. NEWSOM.
The church held its services
Prizes were won by Mesdames M. S. HILL, G. ROSS, W
on Sunday at the Washingtonl the president in charge of the
Enriched self-rising flour is
nice
LOCKARD, L. E. DEWATT, FREDDIE M. CURRY, MR. I'
the same high quality as the
Chapel church at 726 Gillis rd.
Rev. M. V. Reed is pastor of The lesson was taught by
POLK and MR. G. LAWSON.
regular enriched all-purpose
Mrs. M. R. Todd and Mr,.
Black lingerie and stockings won t flour you've been using, but it Evangelist Lenore Houston the church.
• • •
Mary Gulledge. The sermon
les*coloriF youass plenty of bluing has the convenience of leaven- delivered the morning
Mrs.
sermon
L.
M.
Townsend
was
was
given by Rev. E. Paul
Tie a plastic dry-cleaner bag O•if
THE CLARA BARTON HEALTH CLUB, one of our bet- Inenseins•watier.
ing and salt already blended when Women's Day was ob- chairman
of the services.
Beavers.
your dress form to keep it clean.
ter known service organizations, and member of the City
Federation of Clubs, named its newest scholarship recipient
at its regular meeting last week at the Lelia Walker Clubhouse. She is Miss ESTONLENA .BRADFORD of BETHEL
Springs, Tenn. who was highly recommended by Mrs. LOIS
HOLLOMAN, director of nursing at E. K Crump Hospital,
who noted that Miss Bradford had attained one of the highest
pre-entrance examination scores on record at the hospital.
She will receive full tuition for the next three years.
A former scholarship winner, Miss Benny Jean Coe was
graduated in September after successfully completing her
studies, and is awaiting placement in a local hospital.
Other business included the discussion of the approaching meeting of the State Federation with emphasis on the
role of the Clara Barton Health club. The charming hostesses
for the meeting were Mrs. EMMA TOM JOHNSON and MRS.
PEARL OATES. Other members present included, Mesdames
ZANA WARD, president WILLA BRISCOE, ELLEN CALLIAN NELLIE COUNTS, BERTHA RAY, MARY BRADLEY,
ELIZABETH HOLLINGSWORTH, ALBERTA SAMPLE,
LEATHA ANN SIMS, LA BLACHE JACKSON, CLEVIE
The Eve Negro members of Congress, all Demotrim L Dawson of Illinois, Augustus Hawkins of
of Pennsylvania and Charles Diggs of Michigan.
WALLS, BEULAH THOMPSON and MISS PEARLENA
crats, are shown above. They are, left to right, WilCalifornia. Adam Powell of New York, Robert Nix
SAUNDERS.

!Don't Be Hesitant

Institute Held At
Bethel AME Church

•

Evangelist Speaks
Al Cleo Hickman

• • •
A LIVELY, FUN-FILLED GAME OF WHIST was substituted for the usual game of Bridge when members of the
recently organized Idealistic Ladies Guild met the other week
at the home of Mts. SUSIE B. HOLLOWELL, 1745 Kendale
Ave.
Following a business meeting during which the members
discussed a charitable project for the coming year: and made
plans for their Christmas entertainment. MRS. HOLLOWELL.
the gracious hostess presented a wonderful evening of entertainment for the members and guests.
Refreshments were served and lovely prizes were won
by Miss DEBORAH A. THOMAS first: MRS. LUNDIE M.
CAMPBELL, second: MRS. DEBORAH LANE. guest prize:
and Mrs.'VERA ANDERSON, booby prize.
Other members present were Mrs. MAGGIE L. MAT- •
LOCK, who will be the next hostess: Mrs. BERNICE SPAR:
LEN and MRS. ETHEL COLLINS. guest.
• • •

MRS. MARIE ADAMS WAS HOSTESS to the Phyillis
Wheatley club for October at her residence 373 Boyd. The
president, Mrs. AUGUSTA CASH presided over the short
business session.
After repeating the closing motto. "Be Good, Do Good.
and You will be Happy.'' the member,, joined the guests in
a delightful social hour. Games were played. MISS EMMA
CRITTENDEN received a beautiful gift for having the highest
number of right answers in the Biblical quiz game. MRS.
MARIAN GIBSON was the lucky recipient of the club prize
with MRS. JENNIE TARPLEY receiving the guest prize
A delicious turkey dinner . , with all the trimmings
▪
was served. The caterer climaxed the service with her
master dessert, a beautiful ice cream cake. All members were
present except Mrs. ALTHEA PRICE who was ill. Other
guests included MRS. EDNA HUTCHINSON, MRS. CATHERINE 'JOHNSON, MRS. ETHEL TARPLEY a n d MRS.
HELEN TARPLEY.

•

Democrats At War Against
Prejudice &
Poverty
"All Americans of all races stand side by side in Berlin
and in Vietnam. They died side by side in Korea. Surely
they can work and eat and travel side by side in their own
country. Let me make one principle of this Administration
abundantly clear: All of these increased opportunities in employment, education, housing, and in every field, must' be
open to Americans of every color. As far as the writ of
Federal law will run, we must abolish not some, but all
racial discrimination, for this is not merely an economic
issue or a social, political, or international issue. It is a moral
issue."

"We will extend the helping hand of a just nation to the
poor and to the helpless and to the oppressed. We will do this
through strengthened unemployment compensation and minimum wages. We will do this through fair and just and equal
opportunity for every American of every race, color, religion
and belief. And we will do all these things because we love
people instead of hate them; because we have faith in America, not fear of the future; because you are strong men of
vision instead of frightened cry babies; because you know it
takes a man who loves his country to build a house instead of
a raving, ranting demagogue who wants to tear down one."

President Lirdln B. Johnson
(January 8, 1964)

President Lyndon B. Johnsor
iSeptember 22, 1964)

• • ••
THE CHI ETA CHI SORORITY. Beta Chi chapter, has
announced the cancellation of the banquet scheduled for
Thursday, November 5 at the Continental Ballroom, Hotel ,
Peabody. The banquet was In have been given in honor ofl
Dr. W. 0. Speight, Sr. who recently passed. The sorority
wishes to thank the many persons who were preparing to
attend.
•••
MRS. RAYMOND LYNOM, who with her husband is proprietor of Lynom Floral company was rushed to John Gaston
Hospital last week after she apparently was the victim of a
stroke. A kind and very gracious person, she has been the
recipient of many sympathetic gestures for which the family
would like to express its appreciation. We are all hoping for
her recovery.
• •* •
MRS. ALLIE MAF. ROBERTS has arrived home from
the hospital and is progressing nicely according to her husband, BOB ROBERTS, She is not yet able to "be up and
around," but she has shown remarkable recovery. Mrs
Roberts is a Guidance Counselor at Washington High School.
• • •
A SHOWER GIFT PARTY was the pleasant surprise
awaiting MRS. CORA GLEESE recently at the home of MR
and MRS. JAMES THOMAS, 2111 Goff. Given by Chit, '46, the
occasion was in honor of Mrs. Gleese having received the
master's degree in education at Memphis State University.
Mrs. Glees. is an instructor at Leath School.

JOHNSON
HUMPHREY
VOTE DEMOCRATIC - NOV. 3rd
AUTHORITY DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE
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CHURCH NEWS
The St. James Baptist church will observe their annual
"Home Coming" the fourth Sunday, with REV. B. G. RAGSDALE as the principal speaker. This is really coming home
for the minister who was once pastor of the church and now
pastors the Rogers Memorial Baptist church in Knoxville.
Friends are invited to both morning and afternoon services.
REV. J. T. FREEMAN is minister of the church.
Morning Star church was blessed. with the presence of
Dr. Chas. Denkins, president of Owen College, as speaker for
their annual "Home Coming," at 3 p.m. Many friends and
visiting ministers were present with the members to hear
the spiritual and inspirational message brought by the guest
speaker. Rev. J. H. Mathis is minister of the church.
The senior choir of Morning Star has a very successful
tea last Sunday for the benefit of the church, and realized
ery nice sum.
T AND GARDEN
The Gloxinia Art and Garden dab met in the home of
Mrs. COTTRELL THOMAS, with MISS ENID SIMS as cohostess. The meeting was opened with a beautiful devotion
by MRS. ANNIE BELL BRYSON.
Report from the Anniversary tea by the secretary MRS.
BASKERVILLE, showing success in the effort.
The club voted to give ten dollars monthly to the Gillespie Kindergarten, beginning at once. Thy also are having a
pantry shower at the next meeting for the school. A very
delicious menu was served by the hostess, birthday gifts passed to those in line and repeating of the motto closed a very
nice meeting. Mrs. J. S. Vance is president.
Mrs. Lena Bell Reid and MRS. BEN SIMS have been confined to St. Mary's hospital. They both are at this writing
doing fine.
Mrs. ALZATA HOLT of Indianapolis, Indiana is here
visiting with her sister, Mrs. WINEFRED GODGERS a n d
uncle REV. W. S. VANCE. She was given a home coming
dinner by the Vances, with all of the family here present,
MODELS AND NARRATOR
with MISS LILA NORTHCROSS as adopted member of the
These beautiful models thrilled the hundreds of spectators
Miss Geri Douthet, Mrs. Ruthie La Grone and Mrs. F. L.
clan.
Rowe. Back row. (1.-r.), Mrs. Denise R. Hawkins, club
Aft MRS. J. B. FLY, who has been in Ann Arbor, Mich. for who gathered to vlew the fabulous fashion extravaganza
member, served as general chairman of the affair; Mrs.
%rine time is back in Humboldt for the wir.ier. She has been which WRS sponsored by Las Doce Amiga' recently at the
Tealie McCiandon, Martha Jean Steinberg, Mrs. Gwenaway, but wants her friends to know she is back at the Cal- Sarah Brown Branch Y.W.C.A. Martha Jean Steinberg,
popular
radio star of Detroit, Michigan did the commendolyn Walton and Mrs. Rose Goodman. (MeChriston
houn street residence.
Photo).
Mrs. Sarah Trigg is confined to her home. She is the wife tary, and the show was a superb success. Pictured left to
right, front row: Mrs. Judy Elland. Miss 111rdeen Golden,
of 0. C. TRIGG and lives on 12th Avenue.
The Gillespie Kindergarten is off to grand start with a
very competant and well liked instructor, MRS. WILLIE
POSTON, the wife of the coach of Stigall Hi. Last year she
served as Home Bound teacher for Stigall, and accepted this
position with a hope that she will get the co-operation of
the citizens of Humboldt. Bring your children from ages two A three touchdown blitz in down that tied the score at 6-6 result of a safety.
team effort, however, pile drivand a half to five, and they will not only get protection, but the fourth quarther enabled by Napoleon Young in the sec- Douglass scored
when ing Fred Alexander scored all
will get the special training this fine teacher can give them. the Manassas Tigers to win a ond quarter. Probably the key Lorenzo Jones plunged for one 14 points while Sylvester
This is the only project that the citizens are sponsor- hard fought traditional battle play of the game for the War- yard and William Dowly con- Scott's 24 yard slant and
ing, and the chairman, Mr. Baskerville is asking the clubs over Washington 32-13 last riors occurred just before the nected with Jacques Tate on Charles Taylor running for the
point gave Carver the early
and churches as well as individuals to throw some support Friday night at Melrose Stad- half when they were turned 52 yard pass.
their way. It will pay off in big dividends in the young chil- ium. The long awaited struggle back just inches from the goal The Lester victory was a lead.
between
the
league's
by
a
oldest
solid
Manassas
defense.
dren of our community.
rivals took some of the glam- Washington led for the only
ON CAMPUS
our from league-leading Mel- time in the ball game when :111111111116111111111111.111111111111111111
The week of October 5-9, 1964, was initation week for rose who had trouble of its own they pounced on a Manassas •
o.
New Home-Makers of America. Fifty-five freshmen girls in downing scrappy Douglass fumble in the third period and •
went on probation. The week was filled with fun activities 27-12. Lester scored a 14-7 sur- converted it into a 13-6 lead. •
as: wearing plaids and stripes together, with mis-matched prise over Carver to keep its Charles Trigg dropped the ball
•
after catching a pass on his •
shoes and socks, one side of head in braids and bows, the championship hopes alive.
other side in regular hair-dos. The purpose of this attire was The score doesn't give a true own 35-yard line. Big Tyrone
picture of the Manassas win Caldwell pulled down a Chariots
show improper grooming.
The serious side of the initation was: the girls were re- over Washington The game Willis pass over the line and
quired to learn the creed, motto, purposes of New Home- was a battle of breaks; each rambled 39 yards for paydirt.
WE SPECIALIZE IN GOOD
Maker of America. The special project was making of Recipe team had its share of fumbles Manassas took the ensuing
kick-off and marched 68 yards
misfired
but
the
and
passes,
SOLID CARS
Book and writing original poems pertaining to home-Making.
Tigers' Calvin Fields ignited for the touchdown and extra
The climax to the activities came Monday afternoon in
that late touchdown deluge point that knotted the score.
the Library, with a very impressive Ceremony conducted by when he picked off a flat pass Miller, going all the way at
THE KIND YOU CAN RIDE
the President, Alicia Brown and secretary, F,ssie Yarbrough. and ran unmolested for the re- quarterback, hit Chaffin with
AND DRIVE IN COMFORT
The girls dressed in white, took the N. H. A. oath very maining 63 yards.
a quick pitch and Chaffin eludsolemnly.
The Manassas coaching staff ed the Washington Defender to
The following officers were elected from the Freshmen' boiled inside when a Tiger go nine yards for the score
Class: CYNTHIA CLARK, third vice president; SANDRA player threw a liaock near Miller passed to Webb for the
BONDS, assistant secretary; FLORA TAYLOR, Sgt. at Arms; them that wasn't necessary but point.
•
BERNITA FARMER, pianist; and JOYCE DUNCAN, song all was well when the officials Melrose used a 21 point pro•
signaled the touchdown. Man- duction in the second quarter
•
leader.
PRICES
•
down
Douglass
to
27-12
to
pick
There are 158 members in the N. H. A. The advisor of assas got the ball on the War- up the Golden
•
Wildcats
fifth
•
THRU
riors' six .shortly afterwards
the Stigall High chapter is MRS. WILLIAMS.
•
•
when a high pass from center win in row. Douglass had some
•
consolation by outscoring the
•
sailed over the head of ReBAD
CREDIT
or
NO
CREDIT
•
ginald Pippin. Houston Chaffin league leaders 12-6 in the final
•
•
WE FINANCE MORE PEOPLE •
took a hand-off on a reverse half. Ezell Jones fell on a
•
and scored his second touch- teammate's fumble for the first
•
touchdown followed by scores
down of the evening.
•
by Jimmy Ward, LeRoy Mot•
GOOD RECEPTION
•
ton and Bobby Smith. Smith's
Raymond Webb, flanker
444 Union
back in the Manassas pro-set, TD came on a 15-yard pass:Union Auto Sales
The late James Wells, Sr., a service at Collins Chapel opened and closed the scoring from Henry Bridgeforth and :11111111111111111111111111111111111111111114t
venerable gentleman who had C.M.E. church, Friday, Octo- with fine receptions for touch- two of the points were as the
led a full and active life, both ber 16 at 3:00 P.M. Interment downs. On the second play of
in the community and in the was in Elmwood Cemetery, the game Webb grabbed a pass
church, died last week in his directed by T. H. Hayes. Ac- from quarterback Charles Mileighty-fourth year. He was tive pallbearers were: Dr. H. ler near mid-field and completborn March 2, 1880 in Holly H. Johnson, ..lutift Barber, ed a 73-yard scoring play. MilSprings, Miss.
Ben Jones, Seth McAnulty, ler found Webb in the the open
In 1901, he began a long ca- Charlie Cooper, and B. L. Wat- near the end of the game for
reer of service with the Pull- son. Honorary pallbearers were his second touchdown. The
man Company, for which he members of the Pullman Por- play covered 27 yards.
Two passes set-up a 21-yard
worked until retirement in
ters Association Club.
skirt of left end for the touch1950. At that time he was
awarded an Honorable Retirement Emblem and certificate.
He WWI a member of the retired Pullman Porters' Associ•
•
Club, and Collins Chapel .
Church.
Urging
In 1907, Mr. Wells was married to the late Rosalyn Ernes- BELZONI, Miss. — Four men quarters. When they refused to
teen Hood. Four children, one —including two field secretaries enter the police car, they were
son and three daughters were from the Atlantic-based Student placed under arrest.
born to this union.
Non-violent Coordinating CornThe Tennessee Traveler!
He is survived by three chil- mittee (SNCC)—are being held
James
Wells,
Jr. of Los under $1,000 bail each on chargdren,
gleles, Calif; Mrs. Sara W. es of "criminal syndicalism"
Of lightweight bonded jersey
yse, of Cincinnati; and Mrs. here.
Jim Etta Lee of Baton Rouge,
The four were jailed Oct, 15
La. Five grandchildren. Mrs.
12.98
as they were walking down a
Eleanor M. Ballew, Cincinneigh.
nati; Miss Gwendolyn Moyse street in Belzoni's Negro
of Cleveland, Ohio and Julian borhood.
Moyse, Cincinnati, children of They are William Ware, from COLUMBIA, S. C. — (UPI)
The Tennessee Traveler by Georgia
Mrs. Moyse. Mrs. Patricia Minneapolis; Robert Bass, El- South Carolina's public schools
Griffin just breezed into town in a glowWalker Washington, Chicago; Us Jackson and Joe Louis Stilt. for the first time can teach
ing collection of Fall colors—each as
Charles Darwin's theory of evoand Miss Adele Walker, Hamp- ler.
vervy end vibrant as the others! • • •
5k\A
ton Institute, daughters of the The "criminal syndicalism" lution in biology textbooks apbeautifully shaped of Orlon acrylic and
late Mrs. Rosalyn Wells Walk- statute was passed by the state Proved this year.
wool jersey ... lightweight and wrinkleer and one great grandchild, legislature last spring shortly Darwin's theory that man
free, bonded to a permanent lining of
Kent Ballew. Other survivors before a state-wide Mississippi evolved from more primitive
acetate tricot ... saddle stitched for
include a brother, Felix Wells, Summer Project began. The law forms has never been clinicalextra smartness with leather-tabbed belt
Detroit, sister. Mrs. Fannie prohibits anyone teaching or ad- ly explained in biology texts
and deep patch .pockets . . . choose
Jordon, Memphis and two sis- vocating "the commission of approved for use in South Caroters, Mrs. Rose Wise, and Mrs. crime, violence or force as a lina public schools below the
black, red, green or royal . . . sizes
Bertha Jackson, both of Chi- means of accomplishing or in college level.
'8 to 18.
cago, and a host of other rela- affecting a change in agricul- Three books are now offered
ture or industrial ownership or containing Darwin's theory but
tives.
BUDGET, Mil floor
The Rev. William Smith, control or in affecting any poll- no school district is compelled
tator, conducted the funeral Ucal or social change."
AM soo postoo• plus
MAIL ORDS
to pick any of them. Six other
. 4% for Tennessee delivery ... allow AO
The new law has been used biology texts on the state's
-I
•p
delivery.
for
days
Mc.
in
may twice, in Belzoni and
proved hook list do not discuss'
Know Your Negro History *Tab.
where 13 Negroes are still
In 1140, the most densely behind bars following their ar- the theory.
•
•
124-4111
It S. MAIM
populated square milkin the rest September 21.
city was the mile bounded by Witnesses said the four youths Know Your Negro History
State Street and Cottage Grove were approached by a Belzoni
'cent of
between 43rd and 51st Streets, policeman who told them they In Chicago, 36.3 peel
where 70,426 persons resided, were wanted at police head- Negroes were on relief in 1935.

e

Melrose Rambles On; Manassas Defeats BTW

s

WIGS
ARE WIGS YOU CAN
AFFORD TO BUY
EASY TO SET
DO IT YOURSELF STYLE

ALUE
V
QuALITY

$695
TO

UNION AUTO SALES
444
UNION

1954 MODELS THRU 1960

$195

James Wells Buried;
• &tired Pullman Porter

$895

526-1856

——

0444:14

ation

•

t

s

Jail SNCC Workers For
Social Change
Darwin's Theory
For S. Carolina
Public Schools

JET BLACK
OFF BLACK
•DARK BROWN
•MIXED GREY.
CREATED FOR THE WOMAN WHO
NEEDS HAIR ATTENTION NEAR
THE CROWN OF HER HEAD.

NATURAL
BEAUTY
IN

IC
BUYS
SEE
CLEOPATRA STYLE
IN THE DARK BROWN
WIG SPRAY $100
PAY CASH OR
.lAYANY

MONDAY & THURSDAY 9:30 til 9:00
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY,
SATURDAY 9:30 til 5:30

9 NO. MAIN STREET

DEFENDER
•

:. DONALD DUCK
-

.%/

am.

/THE CISCO KID
PARDON Me,AAI5,..
LIKE TO HAVE
A sEAT UNTIL
THE BUS COMe5?

f

OM/
O11••••
aft.
OM.
•••

CISCO.BEING WITH YOU
IS SIMPLY HEAvENLY!
•

1 ENJOY YOUR CLAMMY
TOO, WILLA!

WHEN THEY C.CAIE OUT AEON DENviO
THAT I5LAN7 nj„, hAvE A cLEAA

•

SA LE

CA MPING
EQUIPMENT
\•

- •

/

\V741:*
W41161,1
/

&ALI'
Pr

JUST IN
MR.
NO TROUBLE
DUCK...
,_ATT ALL! r
c.

• 'THAT'S NICE To HEAR
FOR A CHANGE!
NOW, WHAT DO
I OWE YOU?
j
Crt.j6T TwO
DOLLARS
VENI,SIR!

WELL:THAT& OH,THERE'
KEASONASLE ONE THING
ENOUGH!, ,-' MORE...
FOR ESEiNG
GOOD ESOyS,i.

...PROMItiED YOU'D GIV's
-11-1EM EACH
„
TEN DOLLAR6.1
.1 •

51,SCINETIMES!

AS THE PROW OF THE C,4V05 APPEARS
SE1ONo THE 1.1E40 OF THE I5LANP
EXTERAIINATat RAISES

OARLING, POHT YOU EVER SET TIRED
OF BEING ALWAYS ON THE 6o?
wiTNOtrr ANYPLACE To CALL
HomE

a

C.?

.

tt‘ti

•

t•
tk;7 7;

(
4

rfr
4.4.i.e7.;
--;fr
-.

4
BRICK BRADFORD

2
.
-4.-.111=441
I0-17

ETA KETT

2,e' SPA
M'. r5
.
7
/r A/Ove,e0 5EVERAL Peer AelOve rve
51-4e,4CE vt,
‘,,LE /75 wiNCw RA5
71,./E" 4,1/S.S/4-E

eS,RiCic CA 1o,,1E5 to. IN,Pi THE
44/ZZ/LE AS /r ArREA,CZ

I'LL Rif:7e THE
-z
CABLE LINE ,MASSIF
CARRY THE
MI551LE
,As ME
ASHORE.!
--

(

Lz.

;•1,

DAD/MOM HAD A
PHONE WHEN
SHE. WAS A
TEENAGER.'

GRANDMOTHER
TOLD ME 'YOU USED TO
CALL AND TALK FOR
UTTERLY HOURS.':

WHAT DID YOUR
MOTHER HAVE TO
GO AND SPILL
THAT FOR ?!.'

DON'T BLAME

MY MOTHER!
YOUR
MOTHER
TOLD HER!

_

ro

C-ARAZ/ES
,
THE 5P4cE5Awa
.AAV 6t.Q/c-,‹ A5,,a0Az‘„„

Al/55,,ce

MA 55/F LANG'S rA/E'PACECAe OF'En5
CRAFT SAE,

vElzY GOOD,MA sSIP!
,
RELEASs THE
MAGNETIC LINE!

'THERE You ARE.
, )
OuR. TICKET sAce
To "TI-IE TWENTIETH
CENTURY... A NEW/
TIME-SEQUENCE.)
PEo32.AmING

TH_EY SHOWED A
0
MOVIE TRAVELOGUE.
IN THE SCHOOL
)GYM LAST NIGHT.'
01 .044,
,
\NE DANCED AFTER.'

L
i

I ADORED -n-iE
MOviE! ir WAS ALL
AE)OUT THE OR
-THE PEOPLE
AND THEIR
CUSTOMS

IT'S CUTE,I MEAN
HOW THEY TAKE OFF
THEIR SHOES WHEN
THEY ENTER A
HOUSE.'
j_

• •

IS THAT WHY YOU
TOOK YOURS OpF
TO TIPTOE IN
LAST NIGHT?

SECRET AGENT X9
AND THEY'LL FINALLy Nr-wE'zE
END UP IN TUE HANDS HUNDREDS oP
A 14:WINED
OF A*PUSHER
mILIES FROM
TO ONE 1W0
BACK HOME.'
SACKS ARE FL..
CNILIZATION,
OPCHA:.-A,

THOSE 1NDANE
ARENT F.001PPED
FOR ANY IONS
UOJRNEY,
PHIL •

HENRY

HOW COULD 7140SE
INOIAN6 PADDLE THAT
STLIPP ALL THE WAY TO
LIAVARI cTHS JUNGLES
LAAPENETIzABLE!

11111.74
111111,

RCM/ 6Y
THE SANIE
pLor WHO
13CZCUGHT"
US IN!

mA\SE,JU6r
FAR ENOU614
REACH A CLEAR:NO
14 THIS TANot.EWHEAS THEY
COuLD1ZANSPER
THEE E..5O T?) A

HELICOPTER!

CAl.temga. —10-17

POP EYE

BIG BEN BOLT
JOHNNYI THINK...

• •

SHE--?

YEA-. )
THINK 50,

LET'S GET DOWN TO
BUSINESS. WELLINGTONYOU HAVE NEED OP A
WITCH?

I WANT YOU TO SNATCH
POPEYES LITTLE
COUSIN SMASH!

INDEED I DO!

KIDNAPING IS TOO SIMPLE "\(I DON'T CARE
WHAT YOU DO.FOR A DISGUSTING WITCH LIKE
'JUST GET RID
NM'? IF IT'S POPPIES
OF HIM!
COUSIN IT DESERVES A
WORSE FATE THAN A
GANGSTER
CHILDISH
\
GNATcH!
_

/

HM?
LET ME
THINK!

.:N
CuLL=
MI.AZNY
10-16

trA
YEAH-LORD
TENDRIL'S STOPPED
GROWING -PERMANENTLY.

I GUESS I WAS TOO
HARD ON HIM „,TAKE
AWAY HIS M000-4INV
AN THE POOR SWAB
IS A LORST SHEEP!

DON'T TOUCH
ANYTHING. THE COPS
LIKE EVERYTHINCi AS IS

FELIX THE CAT
INKY YOU LOOK
f216ICULOU6
N THAT
4.LAnaT:

/0-16
,,,
tkals<7

LIEUTENANT
KRAvicS HOW'D
YOU GET HERE so
FAST? I HAVEN'T
EVEN DIALED
HOMICIDE YET.

FELIX THE CAT
9-101:2ONG
Wow:
FO AUNT
1/“A,TV
KITTY5
ALL
THAT?

NW FALL
CAJTFIT:

•

Y004400!
WIMPY!

•

one whack off the bat of Tom and his mates staked him with
Treah knotted the score at two a 6-0 lead after five innings.
all.
Gibson found his lead halved
SPECTACULAR PLAY
on one swing of Mickey ManHad it not been for a spec- tel's bat in the sixth. Home
tacular defensive gem pulled runs in the ninth by Clete Boyoff by Gibson prior to that two- er and Phil Linz produced a
run sock by Tresh the Cardi- mild scare but Gibson's high
nals,might be found somewhere hard one induced Bobby Richvery remote from the fanfare ardson to pop out to Dal Maxgiven the victors of these an- vill on the infield for the final
nual fall classics.
out. The smiling Gibson, a 19
Gibson absorbed a vicious game winner on the season,
drive hit by Joe Pepitone to was mobbed by teammates and
get the New York first sacker fans alike.
by a hair at first.
Despite all the acclaim that
GIBSON SERIES STAR
!able Player Award" which is The ball bounced off Gibson's was rightly due to Gibson
Bullet Bob Gibson survived accompanied by the presenta- hip and he quickly picked it up when the champagne stopped
baseballs being hit into the tion of a Corvette sports car. on the third base side of the flowing and the celebration
stands and off his person to The fireballing ebony right. Mound, whipping to Bill White somewhat waning everyone
pitch his St. Louis Cardinals hander set a record for strike- the little white oval with the close to St. Louis knew that
team to its first World Series outs with 31 while toiling in grace of a ballet performer. manager Johnny Keane and
title since 1946. Gibson won three of the games.
Memphian Tim McCarver de-'owner August Busch had an
two of the four games needed Gibson 'was sharp in the sec- livered a three run homer in important contract meeting.
to nail down the Series, in- end game, but despite his fan.Ithe top of the 10th to give Gib- This wasn't just any ordinary
eluding that 7-5 decisive final fling eight, the Yankees won.!sin the Victory 5-2.
confab. Keane knew that his
°game. Pitching with only two His next time out was an in- When the Cards arrived back late season position in fourth
days rest, the confused Yankees credible one, for Gibson had in St. Louis needing just one place had started the rumor
were behind late in the game to show he could take the bit. victory to rap up the Series, that Lee Durocher would re- -,
before they found the range ter with the sweet. Going into the bars and barber shops were place him at the end of the '
on the former Harlem Globe-lthe ninth inning of game five, buzzing about who would get season. Ironically Durocher had
trotter basketball star.
Gibson had done a superb job the MVP award. The senti- been given his release by the
The sports writers voted,handcuffing the New York i mental favorite was MeCarver,Dodgers. So the gentlemanGibson the Series "Most Valuifence busters when suddenly'despite the 10 strikeouts re-like Keane had his wife to
- 'gistered by Gibson in that fifth,write his resignation.
',game win. McCarver was very Equally as surprising Yogi
'much a contender with a Ser-'Berra got booted as the Yan'ies batting average hovering kees field boss to assist Ralph These high-stepping majorettes will dance and prance
near the .500 mark.
Houk, another Yankee skipper to the music of the famous 139 piece Tennessee State
Gibson pitched masterfully that failed in the World Series. university "Aristocrat of Bands" on Saturday when the
aggregation travels to Tallahassee for Ore-game and halftime performances at the FAMU-Tsli gridiron contest.
Head majorette Yolanda High, center, daughter'of Dr.

HOUSE of FURNITURE the

1955's titre 58 - Low Down
Payment - Small Notes with Fair
Credit - Sev•ral Older Models
No Down Payment

A ROOMS

8
5°WEEK
PER

1

Including:
4
• BEDROOM SUITE
• SPRINGS & MATTRESS
•STOVES
• COUCHES
•TWO LAMPS

Like New, One Owner

CliEV. Imp.,

2 Dr., V-8,

FIT., Autorn., R.H

2448 LAMAR

ENTIRE BENCH PLAYS
Coach Merrit played, his enI tire 40-man bench d11201S the
second half, allowing third
had his shoes taped like the string quarterback Craig GilBaltimore Colts' Lenny Moore, liam and running back Joe
scored the games' second Smith to pick up game honors.
touchdown completing an 18- Gilliam hit seven of 15 for 141
yard, six-play-drive with a ,yards and one touchdown,
while Smith carried 11 times
one yard plunge.
for 78 yards and two touchDuring the first half, the Big downs.
Blues had their hands on the
ball eight times and turned The Big Blues will face the
seven into tallies. Fletcher Flordia A & M University RatSmith iced the longest, a 12- tlers in Tallahassee on Saturplay, 72-yard march, with the day.
S-e-alon's first field goal,
SCORE BY QUARTERS

Os

FORD Cent. Sedoe,
Station Wagon, R.H
OLDS. 4 Dr., 88, Full., Equiup.

02-yard hoot with nine seconds
left in the half.

EASY WAY!
Ile FULL s%.

1958
1957
1956
1960
1959

and Mrs. E. G. High, is flanked by ten other co-ed lovelies.
From left, they are Carole White, Edna Gray, Geraldine
Street, LaCanas Cassette, Mary Graham. Sonia Gilliam
Ingrid Britten, Gloria rretwell, Carolyn DeBato and Helen
Prudent. i
nton 111 Foto).

32

TERMS TO SUIT ANYBODY!

I By EARL S. CLANTON, III iuson set up Tennessee State's
' WILBERFORCE, Ohio --J first touchdown. Grabbing
Fresh man quarterback El- Central's Dave Roberson's pass
dridge Dickey ran, passed and on State's 49, Robinson raced
kicked Tennessee A&I Statei to Central's 44, and Dickey
university to a 61 to 8 victory !plunged over from the oneover Central State here last ,ard-stripe five plays later.
Saturday.
The extra point pass failed
Sparkplugging the Big Blues' with 4:44 left in the first pefourth victory of the season nod.
and its first Midwestern Ath-, FUMBLE RECOVERED
letic Conference win, Dickey
On the kick-off, Central's
ran the game's first three Jerry Claytor fumbled and
for
antouchdowns, passed
Center Edward Wilbert reother, kicked one extra point covered for the Big Blues on
Stalled on the 12 with a Tenn. State
and passed for two while Central's 8. From there. Dick- fourth-and-nine, Smith toed a Central State
Coach John A. Merritt's charg- ey rolled to his right and
ers were piling up a 42 to 0 headed for the flag to make
halftime margin.
the score 13 to 0 with 3:51 reThe Central Marauders, one- maining on the first period
three on the season, commit- and opened a flood-gate of
ted several first-half miscues scoring.
bmashing in on Central's
that set up easy touchdowns
for the Merrittmen. Allen Rob- three-yard punt, Diokey, w h

13 29 7 12
0 0 0 0

A. G. PEEK
398-8557
P.O. Box 9021,
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE Zip 38109

TRUCK CENTER'
" MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST
1 2 Ton
Over 100 New Trucks To Choose From, From /
Pickups To Giant Diesels Low And Medium Tonnage
Used Trucks.

1962
1962
1963
1961
1959
1964
1962
1961
1960
1954

FALCON, 2 Dr.,
R.H., Stra. Transm.

FORD Gal., 4 Dr., V•8,
R.H., Autom., P.S.

FORD F.L. 500 Ranch Wagon,
4 Dr.', R.H
FORD Cry. Sedan, 4 Dr.
Fully Equipped, P.S.

CHEV. 2 Dr., R.H.,
Stra. Transm.

PONT. Cat.,
R.H.
CORVAIR, R.H„
Straight Transmission
RAMBLER, 4 Dr.,
Wagon, R H

FORD 4 Dr,
'Sedan
Heater, Stra. Tronsm.

$795
$1195
$1595
$1195
$595
s2495
$1095
$695
$1195
$395

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD- & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8871
OPEN NITES

$4695
'63 CADILLAC
Fleetwood, white; black and
white Interior, full power
and 'factory air, 1-owner and
extra sharp.
$1995
'63 FORD
Galaxie 500 2-door hardtop.
Light blue, blue leatherette
interior. Extra sharp

SAVE
'64 CADILLAC
Fleetwood. Black. F u 11 y
equipped factory air. 8,000
actual miles. Showroom new.
$3195
'64 PONTIAC
Starchier. Green with white
top, full power, factory air.
Extra sharp.

$795
'56 CADILLAC
$3595 Sedan. Tutone tan. Power
'62 CADILLAC
Convertible. Black, white top, steering and brakes. 47,000
red leather Interior, full pow- actual miles. Extra sharp.
er. factory air. Extra sharp.
'63 CADILLAC
$4295
52995 Sedan. Turquoise, full power,
'63 BUICK
LeSabre 4-door hardtop, full factory air. Extra sharp.
power, factory air. Like new.
'64 CADILLAC
$5695
54495 Coupe DeVille. Full power,
'63 CADILLAC
Sedan DeVille. Baby blue, factory air. (3 to choose
full power, factory air, one from.) All like new.
owner. Extra nice.
$5695
'64 CADILLAC
$2895 Fleetwood, white: black and
'61 CADILLAC
Sedan DeVille, full power, white interior, full power and
factory air. Low mileage. factory air, 15,000 actual
miles.
Extra sharp.
$1095 '62 CADILLACS $3295 up
'58 CADILLAC
4-door sedan. White Full Full power, factory air. (6
power, factory air, Real nice. to choose from.)

'51 INTERNATIONAL 2-Tn. c-c $795
'59 INTERNATIONAL 2-Tn.
'62 INTERNATIONAL 2-Tn. c-c 195
495_
'50 INTERNATIONAL
'595
'53 DODGE
'395
'48 CHEVROLET 2-Tn. C-C
1395
63 DODGE /1 2-Tn. Piclf Up
1295
'63 FORD th-Tn. Pick Up
2-tn. C-C..$ _ _

2-Ta—C-C

"Several Others To Choose From"

Factory-approved warranty available ONLY
from your Cadiilac dealer
341 UnIei—JA 6-8207 or JA 74880
up*. EvonIngs

276-4418

"45 Years With Dodge"
1170 Unior

This
is The Sure One
America's number one choice for 16
.
BR 5-814-

Our .Promia8 18 Your Satisfaction!

consecutive years.Say Seagram's and be Sure
FEAGRAM DISTILLERS COMPANY, NEIN TOFF CITY BLENDED WHISKEY. 56 FROOF. 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.

IN SOUTHLAND RACING SEASON SEE THE GREYHORDS RUN
TONITE AND EVERY NITE 'TIL OCT 20, 1964

RACING SEASON CLOSES OCT 20, 1964

POST TIME 8:00 PM

Air conditioned for your.comfort
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Farmer's Gift Boar Impoves Quality Of Hogs In County
ny. The idea was furnished hogs that Mr. Westbrooks zle.
by Dr. W. S. Davis, president raises for market, but also
Mr. Westbrook said that he
of Tennessee State University. that of his neighbors, who plans to replace old A&I in a
Mr. Westbroolcs named the want hogs with more red meat feW months with a younger
boar "A&I," and since that and less fat.
oar that he obtained from
time he has been using the BETTER LIVESTOCK
reeman Smith of Ellendale.
animal to help produce a betIn all, Mr. Westbrook's old
Another farmer who has reter grade of meat hogs in A&I has now sired more than ceived gilts from Universal
County.
Shelby
270 pigs in the community.
Life through its Farm and
The boar is helping to imAmong farmers with his off- Home Iprovement program is
prove not only the grade of
spring are Arthur Herring of Herbert Jones of Millington,
Raleigh, who has raised three who with the two registered
litters from the boar; Lee Mul- Duroc sows has produced 90
lins of Cordova, who has bred hogs from six litters.
two gilts to A&I; 011ie Lester SHARE THE PIGS
of Brunswick, who has six
Like other members of the
litters and the New Farmers Livestock Improvement proof America chapter at Mt. gram, Mr. Jones presents two
Pisgah, which has bred two gilts from each litter to other
litters.
members.
Two seniors will set the pace saw plenty of action with the
All of'the men belong to the
So far he has given gilts to
for LeMoyne's basketball ag- Magicians last season.
Livestock Improvement pro- Roscoe McVey, Ernest James,
gregation this season with big MAKE SQUAD
eMiddleton and George
Jeasrstis.
James Gordon at forward and On the squad there are two gram, which is being promoted H
Monroe Currin holding down other sophomores who did not by County Agent Ernest Brazone of the guard posts.
see action last year, James
Gordon, who is 6-4 and a Young and Ronnie Hughes.
native of Louisville, Ky., ex- Five promising freshmen are
cels beneath the basket both working out, Tyronne Battle,
defensively and offensively. guard, Philidalphia, Pa.; McCurrin, 6-2, hails from Halls, Kinley Jones, center, Pontiac,
Tenn., and has been one of the Mich.; Ralph Newkirk, PhilaKindly send me the Tri-State
team's high scorers for three delphia, Pa.; Sidney Weathers,
guard, Louisville, Ky., and Wilyears.
Defender to address below
lie Parks of Woodstock.
Coach Jerry C. Johnson, who
Charles Powell, a transfer
One
year $6.00 Six months $3.50
's begining his seventh year
student from Tennessee A&I
at LeMoyne, will have -another
month for training the Magic- State University in Nashville,
ians before they open against will sit out this season. He is
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
the alumni squad on Dec. 1. a junior and starred for BookI
TO
Practice session began Oct. 15.
Washington High School
Four Magicians were lost by er T.
the graduation route, Robert here before enrolling at the
Nelson of Memphis and Robert Nashville University.
Hambric of Chicago, both of
Street Address
Zone No
whom were starters, and VerCoy
Store
ties Sails and Cleo Owens,
Memphians.
Two of last year's dependable freshmen, Robert Hardaway of Cincinnati and Edward The Memphis-Shelby CounBrent of Indianapolis, did not ty Interdenominational Minisreturn because of 'academic
ters Alliance will meet at the
reasons.
There will be only one jun- Sarah H. Brown branch of the
ior on the team, James Wataon, YWCA at 1044 Mississippi
graduate of Owen college.' He blvd. on Monday, Oct. 26, at
tarred with the Owen Cagers
11 a.m.
last season.
Sophomores seeking berths Atty. A. W. Willis, candiare Marian Brewer, James date for the Tennessee State
Sandridge and Roosevelt Shel- legislature, will be the guest
ton of Memphis; Thomas Hard- speaker.
ing of Indianapolis and George
Fed of Pontiac, Mich. Brewer, Rev. Elmer H. Martin, vice
Sandridge, Harding and Fed president will preside.
Salesmen
and
saleswomm
wanted to sell retail advertisTHE BIG FORD SUPOMARKET
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
2255 LAMAR
2255 LAMAR
Memphis, Tenn.
When Solomon C. Westbrook of iI70 Fisk rd. in Ellendale attended a farm and home
institute at Tennessee A.Scl
State university a couple of
years ago, he was cited for his
excellence in farming.
As a prize, he was presented
a
registered
Duroc
boar
through tie courtesy of UniInsurance
compaversal Life

Magicians Preparing
For December Opening

TIME FOR SWEET POTATOES
Heading for market with another load of

spring.

A

one-time

tenant

farmer

and

his sweet potatoes is Eddie Rone of 7910

veteran of World War II, Hone now owns

Holmes rd., Germantown, one of Shelby

his own farm and lives in a historic house

County's top vegetable farmers. Hone finds

built out of logs more than 100 years ago.

hie Centennial brand of yams so much in

Students from Hamilton help him harvest

demand on the Memphis market, that he

his

raises enough to keep

lawn. (MLR

stores stocked until

. . . The Home of

potato crop

and

then

picnic

on

his

Photo).

.

New Subscription Order

Ministers To Hear
Candidate Willis

Alberta Johnson
Student Leader
At Owen College
Miss Alberta Johnson has
assumed her new duties tea
president of the Owen College
,
Student Council for the 1964
fall semester.
Other officers are Miss Louvenia Harley, vice president;
Miss Jackie Halliburton, secretary; Miss Gloria Hunter,
treasurer; Herbert Mhoon, assistant secretary, and Miss
Thelma Phillips, parliamentarian.

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cosh You
Get—
S 500.00

Appian.
Mo.
Payments
$ 12.90

$1,000.00

$ 23.70

$1,500.00

$

34.50
$ 45.50
S 56.20
5110.82

$2,000.00
52,500.00
$5,000.00

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

.1

lassified Ads.
' Help Wanted

0 •
•I•

FORD

OAKLEY-

1964 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille Full Power, Factory $5695
Air, like New

GL 2-6291

GL 2-6291

EAST ACROSS FROM KAT7

1115 PRIZES REGISTER NOW
15 NEW FORDS INCLUDED
SAVE UP TO s1000 ON A NEW
1964 FORD 71 IN STOCK
EXECUTIVE CARS
1963 CADILLAC Coupe DeVille Full Power, Factory $4695
Air, Extra Sharp

FALCONS—FAIRLANES
GALAXIES—I BIRDS

MUST GO
AT SAME PRICE
SEE THE MUSTANG 2+2

Looking
For
Something
Use Our
Want
Ads

Instructions
Now Too Can Master
!MORT HAND
in 10 Days
Yes. you cannot fug to learn
ehorthand the Yologine wien• It
doesn't matter If you've tried
other systems before and given
Course
LIDJ-K-TOR
up. This
guarantees you'll learn up to 120
words-per-minute
of QuIckrIto
Shorthand In 10 daye. Ask shoot
other muses. Free catalog. Write
or phone 272-2320.
LINIlt.D TRAINING SERVICE
P.O. Bog 11365
Memphis. Tens. Dept. T. D.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Rent A
NEW HAMMOND PIANO
with free lessons.

1962 CADILLAC Fleetwood Full Power, Factory Air, '3695
Extra Nice

HAMMOND ORGAN
STUDIOS
Ph. 682-1653 or 272-1691

1963
1962
1962
196t
1964
1960
1964 e.n.cVile.r'
1957
1956

GAL. 500, 4 Dr., 325 V•8;
C.O.M., R.H., W.S.W.

XL Conv't. 390, C.O.M.
W.S.W., Factory Air

GALAXIE 500, 2 Dr., H.T.
Chestnut 352 V-8, C.O.N.

$2350
$1850
$1575

GALAXIE 500,2 Dr., MT., Yellow $1375
352 V-8, CON., R.H., Factory

ECONALINE VAN
Real Good Condition

1961 CADILLAC DeVille Sedan Full Power, Factory $2895
Air, One Owner
OTHER Coo TO CHOOSE FROM, ALL MAKES

3t

& MODELS. CLEAN, IN GOOD MECHANICAL
CONDITION. MOST OF THEM ARE ONE OWNER.

FORD Station Wagon
Runs & Drives Good
XL Hardtop, V-8, Automatic, R.H.
Wire Wheel.,
Wheels, Covers,
OLDS. 98, 4 Dr., H.T.
Like New
OLDS. 88, 4 Dr
A Cream Puff

$1575
$550
$2675
$575
$450

THE LTD MORE FORD
THAN EVER IN 1965

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ON 150 NEW FORDS

SOUTHERN MOTORS INC.

Factory-approvej warranty available ONLY
nsc
eAte;:
ri.
res rn—pJoAttra-Ce211liandie
A
r dj
.
Uo
Open Eveelegs

OAKLEY EAST

2255 LAMAR

GL 2-8291

-Acrosr Front Kate

Help Wanted

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

$ $ $ $ $ $
CALL ME

Apts. For Rent
TWO FURN. ROOMS, $6 & $7 WIC.
Single man or working woman. Dee
of utilities & telephone. Can arrange
to a person on welfare or retired by
mo., cheaper. Between Crump Blvd.
Bite. T. Hi SCSI. No. 4 or 8 (Walker)
Bus Line. 597 Dutra. JA. 6-0176.

For Sale Misc.
36.15.
r;
frears,aairrilanme:ny''7Zire20
etm.
:,,./e
, ir
,
e
ectd,.
,
fro
nee
.
er,?,sz
r t. nix;

FOR SALE: Jeeps $64.50, boats

ory where to buy in your state, moss
75

.nan.al8doixrec=.

yl

to

Memphie, lens., asitn.

FOR SALE: Jeeps $64.50. boats $6.18,
typewriters $4,15, airplanes $72.20,
autos, farm tractors, and ninny other.
too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete directory where to bay in yoor state, send
51.00. or $1.75 for national directory
La Blaketag Surplus, P.O. Box 223,
Jtemphis, Tenn., 381111

st

Services

If von hove a Job. 21 :i ears of age or C
over. need a good used car or truck J pec i a I
I can finance you. put money in your
pocket. Call regardlema of past minFamily Day
fortunes. All application. quick & con fidential. Ask for FREE credit check
9424523
and ride the same day. 175 cars to

Lee

an
choosecatirlom

d ask for no one hut

HUDSON
BARBEE CO.

Holm ('hey. Co.
370 Onion Ave.

$ $ $ $ $
CAREER
OPENING 20 new °Mere in Tenn.,
need 20 men over 21 with car for
management positions to those who
qualify. We offer salary overwrite.
renewals, commissions and expense account. Send resume Including phone
number to:
Mr. R. L. Cheatham, P. 0. Box 3214.
Nashville, Tenn.

FOR SALE
Jeeps $64.50, boats $6.18,
typewriters $4.15, airplanes
$72.20, autos, farm tractors,
and many others too numer
oils to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete directory where to buy
in your state, send $1.00 or
$1.75 for national directory to
BLAKETAG SURPLUS

P.O. Box 223,

Import — Export

Air—Ocean
and
Surface Freight
5108 HORNLAKE ROAD
MEMPHIS, TENN.
398-1068

Houses For Sale

Jobs waiting M&M Agcy. 210 Post
MAIDS - N.Y. - to $65 wk. Tickets sent OWN YOUR OWN HOME IN BEAU.
Ave. westbury. N.Y.
tiful Lakewood Garden. No money
down. Low rates. Call Mohundro Penny Realty Company, 357-1143, 3581143 or 357-2775.

BARBEL LAKE

NI
SE

th

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES ilk
WATER BUGS-RATS fmm
Licensed and Bonded
CALL

FEMALE HELP WANTED
Attractive, Intelligent. alert; representative for Chicago agency. 17 No.
State St., Suite 1320, Chicago 2, III.
-

nc

PEST

Memphis,

Tenn., 38101.

0

1 Move,GIBSON VAN SF.HVICE
price. 398•4237 or 397-2810.
'

GENE WILDAR
Day JA 7-4471
Nit. 523-1411

Care

US BEFORE YOU
EMBARRASSED

ARE

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
Mho. THE

JOY

OF

MUSIC

YOUR HOME
Rent A Hammond Spinet Piano
Fish All DaY for 50c
TWO FURN. ROOMS. $6 a $7 WE $io Monthly With Free Lessons.
Horse Back Riding
Single man or woiking woman. Use
HAMMOND ORGAN
utilltiee & telephone. Can arrange
$1.50 an hour — 20 min. 50e of
to a person on welfare or lathed by
STUDIOS
mo., cheaper. Between Cramp Bind. &
Horse Bac': Riding in The Bkr. T. HI. Buhl. No. 4 or 8 Walker) Phone 628-1653 or 272-1691
Btu Line. 547 Doti°. JA 6-0126.
Ring for Children — be
TO

Apts. For Rent

Miniature Golf Course
18 Holes — 10c
Picnic Grounds With
Recording Music
$10.00 and up

LOAN

Hudson and Hilda Barbee
Owners and Managers
5108 Horn Lake Road
398-1068

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
proofLinotype
operators,
readers and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
S.
Chicago Defender, 2400
Michigan Ave., Chicago 60616,
Illinois.

EXPER. BABY SITTER
NEEDS WORK
Neat in appearance, years of
experience. Prefer hours of 8
A.M to 5 P.M. Mr*. Sadie Askew
948-3641
MAIDS. GUAR GOOD NEW YORK
LIVE-IN JOBS. 335-55 PER WE.
FIRE ADVANCED.
HAROLD lelliPLOYMENT AGIBNCT
BON 21
1.91YRIUNDA, N. T.

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 & 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300

EPSTEIN

LOAN OFFICE

162-164-166 BEALE ST.

'MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL
a.

JA 6-14.50

•

